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pth  d "1 Israel  suppor ts  plum-, next  ste e etm s 
. TELAVIVIAP)--Thels- Atherton,  meanwhi le ,  eallon the two countries to include the timetable for the ;:. The evacuation ofcivilian The president of one of capitals. His return to A 'spokesman for King 
raeli government, armed arrived from Jordan to brief sign a treaty by mid- Israeli withdrawal from the and military .posts in the those countries, Syria's Damascus coincided with an Hussein said the Jordanian 
with overwhelming Israeli officials bn his swing December. Sinai, first phase of which Sinai must be completed in Hafez Assad, met with escalation of fighting bet- monarch will visit the 
~ rliamentary backing for through Arab capitals. e Camp David accords, The Israeli Knesset 
began detailed work (parliament) approved the 
Thursday on the next steps Camp David plan by a vote 
toward peace with Egypt. of 84 to 19 after 17 hours of 
• In Cairo, senior Egyptian debate that ended early 
foreign .ministry 'officials Thursday. The accords call 
said preliminary meetings for the withdrawal of Israeli 
might begin as early as next troops and civilian set- 
Wechiesday in theSuez canal tlements from the Sinai 
city of lsmnilia. Peninsula nd return of the 
• U.S. Mideast envoy Alfred de~rt region to Egypt. They 
Local college 
• getting into 
community 
Gary Karlsen has joined the staff of the Nort 
west Community College in Terrace as Distanq 
Education Co.ordinator. 
" I t  is hoped that distance education progran 
will take the 'college out further into lts cor 
reunify to serve the unique educational needs 
individuals," Karlsen told the Herald. 
Distance educ:ation programs will I 
developed for those students who cannot atte 
conventional classes. 
Some students live too far away to commute 
class; a student may be unable to travel due 
illness; or his work hours may conflict wl 
lesson sessions; were some of the reasons giv 
why students cannot attend. 
Methods of program delivery may range frc 
the traditional correspondence course .st 
plemented with audio cassettes, to televised 
radio courses Integrated with group tutorla 
Another new staff member at the college 
Aud0n Birkedal who has been hired to teach 
Innovative training program for first Ii 
supervisors in  industry and business. "r 
program Includes ninety hours of idtegrat 
material covering a broad range oLm_anageml 
.. '~ i i i~ ;  Sl~lal'~mphd~1~~"w]ll ~~'~Y~'  to-! 
development of Inter:personal skill, group skll 
and admlnlstraflve skills. ~ 
Not :her PET 
.TORONTO (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Trudeau ran into a 
human buzz saw Thursday 
while trying to win some 
byeleetion support, and had 
to walk away toward 
friendlier ground while a 
No need 
for the 
pipeline 
RICHMOND, B.C, (CP) -- 
National Enei'gy Board 
figurts on oil and gas supply 
demands prove that the 
controversial Kitimat oil 
p~c~erellne is not needed, 
al Fitness and Amateur 
Sport Minister lona Cam- 
pngnolo said Thursday. 
Campagnelo (L--Prince 
.Rupert) said at a 'news 
conference the figures 
re leased Wednesday 
showing that the demand for 
oil and gas will increase by 
only one per cent by 1995 are 
lower than expected. 
Supporters of the pipeline, 
Which would channel 
Alaskan oil from the 
roposed super-port at 
timat oh the British Co- 
lumbia coast to Alberta for 
supply to consumers in the 
United States, have 
predicted a growth of three 
per cent in oil demand. 
Campagnolo said she has 
always opposed the pipeline 
bemuse of the threat of oil 
pollution in the waters 
around the queen Charlotte 
Islands, a rich fishing area. 
Any major oil spill in the 
area would ruin its $300 
million fishing industry, she 
said. 
woman told reporters th~ 
would "never, never, never" 
win another election. 
He bad .approached the 
woman, who refused to give 
her name to reporters, ex- 
pecting-to shake another 
hand and to pass along after 
a few words• 
Instead, be was qu!ekly 
and loudly told his govern- 
-meat is no good, the 
economy isrotten and it's his 
fault, and the government 
never should have helped get 
rid of the hangman. 
It was the only incident in 
an hour's mainstreeting in 
Toi'onto Parkdale riding, 
where one of 15 federal 
byeleetions is to be held Oct. 
16. 
Trudean was walking with 
Art Eggleton, former 
Toronto alderman and 
Liberal candidate in the 
riding. 
Sherrell 
changed 
his tune 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
After stiff criticism Thur- 
sday from members of the 
provincial legislature's 
crown corporations com- 
mittee meeting here, Rob 
Sherrell, president of the 
Insurance Corporation of 
British Columbia (ICBC), 
has changed his closed-door 
policy with politicians. 
• Sherrell earlier told com- 
mittee member George 
Mussailem (SC-Dewdney) 
he does not take calls from 
MLAs and that they should 
t~ke their enquiries to the 
minister responsible for 
ICBC. 
Although preparatory 
talks may begin next week, 
Israeli officials said Detente 
Minister Ezer Weizman, a 
key negotiator, would not go 
to Egypt"before the end of 
the Jewish high holy days-- 
New Year next Monday and 
Tuesday and Yore Kippur on 
Oct. 12. 
The details that 
negotiators must work out 
must be carried out within tWO to three years. The 18 Kuwait leaders Thursday, 
three to nine nieatbs of the civilian settlements now ondSyrian sources aid both 
treaty-signing; the future of house 4,000 people, sides agreed the Camp Da- 
Israeli investments in the Egypt's acting foreign rid accords could not serve 
peninsula, such as tourist minister, Butros Ghali, said as the basis for a com- 
facilities and oil fields; the Knesset vote should prehenaive Mideast peace. 
traffic arrangements bet- .encourage other " Arab Assad has joined other Arab 
ween Israel and Egypt; and countries "to think seriously hard-liners in rejecting the 
the future of the U.S., about negotiating with Israel accords as a "surrender" to
operated early-warning so that we can achieve a Israel. 
stations in the Gidi and Mitla comprehensive p ace in the Assed then Cut short by 
passes, region." two days• his tour of Arab 
Edward Astley as Lance Harker in 
Tamahnous Theatre's Liquid Gold by Kiflmat 
born Glen Thompson. Liquid Gold will be playing 
ween Syrian peacekoeping 
troops and right-wing 
Christians in Beirut, 
Lebanon. 
The Christians accused the 
Syrians of fomenting the new 
violence to undermine the 
Camp David agreements. 
TheSyrians charged that he 
Christians were trying to 
draw their ally Israel into 
the Lebanese conflict again. 
 HRETIEN: 
leaders of Saudi Arabia and 
other conservative Arab oil 
states beginning'Saturday. 
In withholding their 
support from the Camp 
David accords, Husseln and 
the Saudis have pointed in, 
particular to its failure to, 
guarantee a full Israeli pull- 
out from the Palestinian- 
populated West Bank and 
Gaza Strip. 
Blame Clark 
servatives base their $18- 
billion deficit estimate on 
public records for the. first 
five months of the year. 
"Mr. Clark has said the 
deficit, based on that trend, 
could run as high as $18 
billion and that is perfectly 
accurate from the figures," 
the spokesman said. "It is up 
to him (Chretiea) to prove 
we're wrong by coming up 
with accurate figures." 
On the mortgages issue, 
Chretien said the Con-. 
servative plan to allow 
taxpayers to deduct up to 
$5,000 a year from income 
tax payments for mortgage 
interest costs and up to $1,000 
a year for municipal 
property taxes would reward 
the rich and punishthe poor. 
He also accused the Con- 
servative ofmisrepresenting 
the real cost of the program. 
But in spite of his 
denunciation, he said the 
department of finance has 
been looking into the 
possibility of making mort- 
gage interest payments tax 
• deductible, as they are in the 
United States. 
The government, however, 
had rejected the idea as too 
costly and Of little befiefit o 
the poor• 
He acknowledged there 
were advantages to Clark's 
plan,it  would stimulate the 
construct ion industry, create 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien hit 
Progressive Conservative 
leader Joe Clark on two 
fronts Thursday--blaming 
him for contributing to the 
weakening dollar and for 
trying to lure voters with a 
Santa Claus plan for tax 
breaks on mortgage 
payments. 
He said at a news con- 
ference that Clark has 
contributed to the dollar's 
slide by shocking in- 
ternational financiers with 
talk of a $18 billion deficit for 
Canada. The dollar was 
trading at about 84 cents on 
in ternat iona l  money 
markets Thursday• 
The minister, back only 
hours from a meeting of the 
International Monetary 
Fund in Washington, said he 
had been approached by 
foreign bankers and officials 
who wanted to know why 
there were rumors Canada's 
deficit would be $6 billion in 
excess of the government's 
estimates. Chretien has said 
the government's cash re- 
quirements will not exceed 
$11.8 billion. 
"It ,., . is extremely 
irresponsible to throw 
figures based on rumor like 
that, around,, Chretien said. 
• ,'These .things are taken 
seriously when the leader of 
the Opposition speaks. It is 
• kind of destructive to jobs and increase the 
Canada's image." country's housing stock. 
A spokesman for Clark, "But the benefits would be 
who was in Montreal on insufficient to justify the 
Thursday, 'said the Con- program. 
CLARK: 
'Incredible' 
MONTREAL (CP) --  Pro- 
gressive Conservative 
Leader 'Joe Clark said 
Thursday it's "incredible" 
that the Liberal government 
is trying to shift blame for 
the fall of the Canadian 
dollar to the Tortes. 
He was replying to a state- 
ment by Finance Minister 
Jean Chretien earlier 
Thursday that the Con- 
servative stimate of a $18- 
billion federal deficit this 
year was irresponsible and 
"extremely disruptive" in 
Washington, where people 
were taking the projection 
seriously. 
Chr'etieh, who had 
returned from a meeting of 
the International Monetary 
Fund in Washington, said he 
estimates the deficit at about 
$11.8 billion. 
Clark told a news con- 
terence: "I think it's in- 
credible for Jean Chretien 
after 10 year of Liberal 
govermnent to blame the 
country's economic dif- 
ficulties on criticism by the 
opposition. 
"fi's not the first time; A 
few years ago he blamed the 
weather, then he blamed 
(Premier Rene) Levesque 
and now he's blaming me." 
Clark challenged Chretien 
to clear up the confusion by 
immediately bringing down 
a budget accompanied by a 
"full and clear statement" of 
Canada's financial account. 
He also suggested that 
Prime Minister Trudeau find 
"someone better, even in the 
decimated ranks of the 
Liberal party," to take over 
as finance minister. 
Clark also promised a full 
defence today against 
Chretien's criticisms of 
Conservative proposals to 
allow Canadians to deduct 
mortgage interest payments 
and municipal property 
taxes from their federal 
income taxes. 
Carter 
ignored 
WASHINGTON tAP) -- 
Striking U.S. railway 
workers ignored President 
Carter's 60-day back-to-work 
order Thursday night and 
expanded their picketing to 
eight more railways. 
A top industry spokesman 
said the new picketing 
means virtually all U.S. lines 
now are affected. 
Lottery winners 
WELLESLEY, Ont. tCP) 
-- Five tickets each worth 
$100,000 were drawn 
Thursday in the Wintario 
lottery draw. 
The winning numbers 
were 35405 in series 30; 80541 
in series two; 66248 in series 
57; 78465 in series 19 and 
40951 in series 40. 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Saturday, Sept. 30 for 
one night ONLY. For further information, 
contact Stefan Cieslik at 635.2101. 
COLLEGE DISPUTE. , 
Arbitration agreed 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) 
-- The wage dauze in the 
contract between the 
Cariboo College Faculty, 
Association and college 
council will go to binding 
arbitration, association 
president Dave Relier 
said today. 
A three-man ar- 
bitration team will decide 
L 
on five wage/clauses 
which opet~l to 
negotiation Aug. I. The 
full contract between 
faculty and council ex- 
pires March 31, 1979. 
Meanwhile, Rotter said 
teachers at the college 
have been docked pay for 
the days they missed 
during a recent strike of 
on 
73 non-teaching staff at three days when they 
the college who are refused to cross picket 
members of the Canadian lines. 
Union of Public Em- 
ployees tCUPE): As part of the contract 
He said the docking of settlement with CUPE, 
pay could mean a college couhcil agreednot 
reduction of between $200 to take any disciplinary 
and $250 for each of the action on parties involved 
115 faculty members who in the dispute, Reiter 
did not work for about said. 
L 
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FROM'THE CHURCH 
Trust, truth and honesty 
By Lance Stephens the more trust Involved. No trust, no relation- 
Today there is much concern over the 
deterioration of  kmi iy  and relationships In all 
areas. Much has been said and written of value 
about the need for better communication bet- 
ween people; husband and wife, parents and 
children, and Indeed, every area of life. This 
approach assumes that if we get problems out In 
the open they will be solved. I agree it is Im- 
portent and helpful to get things out in the open. 
However, too often what is communicated is 
overlooked. Thereare certain spiritual qualities 
which are the basis of all good relatiolnshlps. 
If these are communicated we have the 
beginning of a good relationship. The first of 
these qualities is trust. 
Trust is the first necessity for any relationship 
to proceed. One has to have some trust in the 
driver before one will ride in a car. There is a 
certain amount of trust involved in dealings with 
a merchant. We trust that the goods they sell are 
as advertised. How much more trust is 
necessary to live together as husband and wife, 
or parent and child. The deeper the relationship, 
ship. 
How Is trust established between folks? How 
does one learn to  trust a complete stranger? 
Most folk have difficulty 'answering such 
questions because they learned these skills 
before they learned to: speak. Basically, 
establishing trust depends'pp~n honesty. When 
we meet someone and they appear to be telling 
the truth to us, and as we learn more about the 
other, what they say has coherence, that Is, it 
hangs together, fits together like pieces in a 
jigsaw puzzle, and our trust deepens. If, 
however, what the other says lacks coherence, 
that is there are pieces that won't fit, in fact 
appear to be wrong fo~ the picture we have so 
far, we begin to be uneasy. T~ is not to say that 
~mplete and total revelation is necessary. No 
one desires that, for everyone likes their own 
private place. But truth and honesty In what is 
shared is a necessity, 
So the, first necessity of any relationship Is 
trust and-trust  is based on truth in the 
relationship. 
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FROM SO UTH AFRICa,,, : " ~ ~ 
min i  st er  es capes  I ¥ .L IE ;L I IU  I J L I L~ I, 
By DeCOURCYP.  RAYNER 
Weary of being confined to 
his home in Cape Town and 
frustrated by the inactivity 
imposed by a banning order 
last October, Rev. Theo 
Kotze has escaped from 
South Africa. 
Wearing dark glasses, a 
new beard, a blue cap and 
muffler, the S8-year-old 
Methodist minister made his 
way across the border to 
Botswana. 
Since his passport had 
been lifted when he was 
arrested and banned, the 
minister wee,given political 
asylum and a United Nations 
travel deeument. A third- 
generation South African, he 
• received a British visa and 
was reunited with his wife, 
who had been permitted to 
travel to London becat~se h r 
daughter was havingher 
first child. 
Kotze had been Cape 
director of the Christian 
Institute of SouthernAfrica, 
founded 15 years' ago to 
promote the Christian 
concepts of love, justice and 
reconciliation. The strongly 
anti.apartheid organization 
was supported by church 
bodies and individuals 
around the world. 
When he was arrested in 
the middle of the night on 
Oct. 19, tg"/7,senarity police 
took over the offices of the 
institute and closed it down. 
The founder of the in- 
blasts and gasoline bombs, 
one of which blew up his 
automobile. 
Banning of a~ person 
restricts him to the 
magisterial district in which 
he lives and forbids him to. 
enter any area in which 
black, colored or Asian 
~p le live, otze had to report o a po- 
lice station.~very Wed- 
nesday and was'not allow~ 
to attend any gathering o~ 
more than two people. His 
children and grandchildren 
were permitted to visit him 
only one at a time, 
He had no way of earning a
living •while he was banned. 
Eves preaching at a church 
service was prohibited. 
In London, Kotze said he 
had fled the country out of 
despair that anyone or  
• anything could make an 
impression on the gov- 
ernment. Al~rtheid-meant 
essentially the preservation 
of white power and privilege 
and whites generally had no 
intention of sharing these 
Tbe Christian Institute andthe Presbyterian Church 
was an ecumenical, an long as It was lZmible to,:: 
fellowship of Christians sond funds to South Africa.: 
deeply committed to radical' for that IXWl~m_. 
change in South Africa, to The last word from Theo' 
defining what. was wrong Kotze was that be is to saWe,'. 
with society there.and why, at..,. U _t~ht ...2~.., ,the:. 
n,A u~hn* wad nee(led tO,l~R t~¢un©rtat ,un,  ws,m,~ m~'  
.-'.~.'.'-" • , "7  ~imtitute has establh, ed an '  
I t  r l~p.t .  '; ' . '  ' : ' ' :  . . . . .  ,r~ I~s, s were t~tt~; :'°ffL~e to continue its ae,, 7 
reco'"nclil-atl'on; love and tree. ;tivRles: . . . .  ":'i 
liberation, TI1Lsinduded the pr, nsayner is me Ira.' 
need for whites to be mediate past moderator ol 
liberated from their past. the General Assembly of the: ~ 
In Canada it received the Presbyterian Church id~ ~. 
support of the UnitedChurc.h. Canada. 
organization representing 
about 130 women's groups 
across the countr~ has asked 
the federal human rl~:ts 
commission to reconsider its 
new equal pay guides on 
prerogatives, grounds they contravene the 
"Whatisnendedisto~eome spirit of the human rights 
to terms with the harsh ~ law.. 
realities of the South African The Toronto-based 
system, that it is a . National Action Commit(ee 
thoroughly oppressive on the Status of Women said 
system," he told a reporter, in a' telegram to chief 
"Western government, commissioner ' Gordon 
simply have to bring the Fairwcather this week that 
realities home to the whites equal pay exemptions in the 
in South Africa. guid~ "really mock the 
"1 believe economic intent of the legislation." 
Women question,;, 
equal pa .r guide,i  ;  
OTTAWA (CP) -- An which allow employers to  
pay men and women ~.  
ferent wages where merit, i' 
training, rehabilitation, red;, 
circling and internal i s~r ;  
force surpluses axe fatten," ,~. 
committee president Kny~;. 
Macpherson said. i~ 
The guides were released'i~ 
to the puhUclast week and:.:: 
become official Friday when.:~ 
they are publi~ed in the/i 
Canada Gazette which'i:, 
contains cabinet orders sml;" 
rules for implementing:i~ 
federal laws. , "/'" 
They are aimed at,;~ 
stitute, Rev. Beyers Naude sanctionsare essential. They The committee singled out eliminating wage [. ;on oould i l l  an  ol~r~ m.Sl~. i i~ BONDED INSURED of the Dutch Reformed are the one powerful way in ~flve.clausee in the guides d iscr iminat ion  ag ins t :  
which people can be brought outlining the reasons era- 
had his offices in Joha -' to their senses. Those who ntoyers can use to Justify ment departments and~ . i . oxlra oarninp in ;our spare t ime PHILLIPS JANITORIAL ~.=h,w.~.baaned~ wom.~ f~=~ gay.. :, 
RESIDENTIAL  COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL " ast . . . . .  a eagles, Crown " car-:'! • nesbm'g taken over.L .L . mvest m South Africa m~t paying different wages to a_~( . . . . .  ,~ ,k,~ t,,dm.ntlv 5 ,I .-.~R'~ a Fullerette FREE ESTIMATE' AUgUSt. The .Ass.oc.lateu understand that they are different sexes, w" : "° .~"~.  ' ' ' .  . . . .  "/ '~: 
Pressreperted that hts neme investing in the system and "We are particularly dis- regulated prwate Rector. 
I No experience is required. All Types of Cleaning was damaged by shotgun, are bolstering the system." tressed by the guidelines such as chartered banks. /: 
~:.....~.~:~:~:~:~::::~:i::~:~::~::::~.::~:::~:.:..:::~:::::::::::::~:::~:::::::::::~:::!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.~.:~.:~:~ : ~ ~:~ ~:! ~:! !:i~! ~:!~i:!:!:!~!:! ! ! ~i~!~i~ ~i i i~i!! i~i~i~:i:~:i:~ii~i~!~i~!~!i~i~!i~!~!~: 
I income in the hours you choose . .  CLEANING ' 
I FOR DETAILS CALL: ,10AN PETRE A, work done to your satisfaction 
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unu iv lb  
Terrace Elootronie Ropaim Ud.  
SERVING TERRACE I KITINAT 
SERVICE OH ALL  
~ e  MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Worrenty De~t for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MeN. - SAT. 0 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
O00 Graham 63S.4543 
I 
B A N Q U E T S  - F) AR  ~r iEs  
J 
R E C E P T I O N S  
Eag le  D isco  
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• 'MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
K: wooo 
AREA ,ANAOER ~IkABINKTS 
869 - 5"rH AVENUE 
PR INCE GEORGE,  B .C .  V2L .  3K5  (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS.  564 .14Be 
RE;S. 562 .22OI  FREE ESTIMATES 
tERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-6195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VGG lV5 
B. POI,IGHEK J.Y. PAUl. 
PHON er O36.8683 PHONE eso .92ez  
, I I 
CHARTER: I Satellite Vinyl 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, 
Full Equipped i Custom Furniture - Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
Repair. Van Conversion AcEessorles - R.V, Supplies - 
Learn to Water Skl et t l~  6oattopplng & Hardware - Vinyl Car Tops • 
Lakelse Lake. Headliners -Tonneao Covers. Auto Csrpet - V.W. Seate 
Reasonable Rates recovered in original color and material, front & back 
$235. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather- Complete 
Boatsfor Sale Corvetter supplies. • 
Antique Auto Restoration 
MERMAID YACHTSALES& CHARTERS R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 798.3347 
at WatorLily B~y Resort Phone 635.4348 
I 
!, - , 
" *': l~ma.u.lmld rim Pmledtm i~ l  ~~' ~s~~~t  
PRIVAI! tNVI SIIGA|OR' 
• 4635 LAZELLE AVENUE PHONE (604) 635-3863 
TERRACE, B.C. ' OR(604) 635.3861 
vSG 3NS 
I 
Rill 
6as.see6 O0NORETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.  
TERRACE,  B.C. 
GUGT0il OONORETE HOB, 
Sand, Gravel, Grain Rook , 
i)all us at 635.6357 9 to 5 
Sunday School 
I1:00 a.m Morning Worship (:or. Sparks & Keith 
Service Pastor Paul Mohninger 
Study 7:30 p.m. Singing and.Bible Office 43S.2407 Home , , , ,  T H I S  em.m 
Weds. 8:00 Home Bible ~nmnmm~lhOl  
St~les Sunday School 9:45 a,rr nMI IMI=N • 
,,You are Welcome at Morning Worship ,,:0( SUNDAT VH~UU, lUWmm 
Uplands" B.a. ; 3404 Eby Street 63S.3815 
KNOX OHUR~A i Pestor~..,n. bu .  
UNITED OF OHRiST ,o:oo am su.., Sc~, • 11:00 a. . Family Worship 
GOB LUTHERAN Serv,ca 
HURi )H  3541 RIver Drive 
• Terrace, B.C. 0HUROH 
4907 Lazelte Ave. 638.1561 Car. Sparks St. I I  i l l / i l i A  
Minister Roy. Roy. R.L. White & Park Ave. 
Dave Madyn Sunday School 10:00 e.m. 
Rev, R.L. White R'ev. Roll Nosterud 
Morning Worship 11:00 63S.SII82 
.m I 0NOR0" Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. Aornlng .Service 11:00 a.m 
Under,12 • 11:00 a.m. Prayer service Wed. 7:30 church school 9:45 a.m. 4726 Lazelle Ave/ 
Sunday School, Con- 638:9019 Worship Service 11:00 a.m. p.m. firmatlon 
iYouth and Adult Classes Sunday Services: 10:0~ 
a.m. Sunday School. Adull 
~* Discussion. 
~ ~ /  , ~ ~ ~ ,  11:00 a.m. Holy Com. 
munlon for the family . 
Minister: 
Rev. Lance Stephens. 635. 
5855 
\ 
L Sunday ' 
# P:30 a.m. Christ.Ion 
- -  ' , Education Hour 
" 11:00 l.m. Family Worship 
Service 
t:30 p.m. Evanlllistlc 
ONRIST IAN Su,vation ~..,n, Tues. Night 
REFORMED ,.3o p:m. Bible Study & Prayer Meeting 
Wednasdalr 
CHURCH ,:30 p.m. Lodkm 
• Lsagml Felll, dvehlp 
Sparks St. &. Saturday 
Straume Ave. 7:30 p.m. Youth Group. 
' • "(:6rio.Jan Counselling 
Rov. S. Van DEalH Emm'goncy Welfare 
Spiritual Resources 
|unday School - Terrace 1C &lS.S441 or 638.3626 
8,m, _ ~• 
Sunday School, Remo 1:0( ,.. 
p.m. ,~ '.' • :: 
11:00a.m. Worship Servia 
S:00 p.m, Worship Service 
II 
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Begin pledging support 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -bureaucracy  could mean recent New Brunswick 
Federal Health and Welfare '. lower taxes. 
Minister Monique Begin ~'We willgive all possiHe 
pledged financial support help, but only ff the amount 
Wednesday for a British makeasense, mind you," she 
Columbia pilot project to said in an Interview while 
assess the effects of a guar- . here to attend a senior 
anteed income plan. citizens conference. 
The minister said, She said she did not think 
however, that welfare costs theBritish Columbia plan for 
woad., not decree ,  despite a guaranteed annual income 
eom.eting claims ny to eliminate other zorms ox 
provincial Human ,,;~,~,: assistance such as unem- 
Resources Minister Bi~*! "oloyment insurance and 
Vander Zulm who said a* ~family allowances won't 
trimmed welfare work: because some special 
, needs like serviceses foor 
~ ~ 1 '. . " handicapped persons will W E A  ~vian, w l Ie  havL~L~ o,n~=ued: 
Va. . . . . . . .  sa~d last 
found shot w~ that the allowmce, 
issued monthly, would . . . . . .  
MERRITT. B.C. (CP) --  greatly decrease the amount 
William Dumonski, 64, and of money spent on 
" Imreaueraciea doling his wife Mary, 56, were found now' 
fatally shot Wednesday an out pensions and income 
RCMP in this Interior supplements. 
community said today they He said more money would 
are treating the deaths as a be directly available to the 
murder-suicide, country's needy a,,td taxes 
RCMP said their bodies could be reduced. 
were, found by a friend Vander Zulm, who 
visiting their home and a presented a position paper 
shotgun was found nearby, on income, support at a 
conference for provincial 
ministers responsible for 
soolal services, says he has 
the support of all his coun- 
te~nrts. 
L ice~ce plates 
Vander Zalm vowed to 
implement a provincial 
incom'e plan next year, 
whether or not other 
provinces and the federal 
government follow suit, 
new next year  
ICBC said that for the first 
year. the new plates will be 
without decals but after that, 
decals that are large and 
easy for police to read will be 
issued each year. / 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- bi- 
cence plates currently on 
British Columbia motor 
vehicles will be replaced 
March 1, officials of the 
Insurance Corporation of 
B.C. said Thursday. 
I ' THER 
The outlook for this 
morning is for mainly cloudy 
sides, but there is a small 
bright spot on the horizon, as 
this afternoon should bring 
the odd sunny period. High 
temperatures for the 
Terraee-Kitimat area should 
reach 13-14 degrees Celsius, 
while tonight's low is ex- 
pected to be in the 6 degree 
range. Winds, if any, should 
be'from the south, and fairly 
light. '['he outlook for the 
weekend is for cloudy skies, 
and not too much 
precipitation. There is, 
however, a chance of the odd 
shower oeeuring. 
Weather conditions and 
tempera(ures are normal for 
'this time of year, and the 
long range outlook shows 
little change for next week. 
tOUr  Carpet  & Drapery Ser,  
• .  , . .., .,:..~, '~ j .  
1,200 samples 
to choose from 
• Sheers  • Lined Drapes 
• Insulated drilpes - Drape reds 
r: ,, ; " 
!i !i . ii . -: i i! 
z:: ~:iil 
T Ready,made drapes in 
I all popular sizes. 
l Indoor,Outdoo~ 
'~! ~: M Shags, Loops, Twist, Carload Freezer 
A Sculptured ~r, le g co....;,. 
T Wehave . - -~  12 CU. ft. $299. 
" 16 co, ft. $319 
E 4~,~, ScotchGuarded w co. n..st 
Carpeting .cu n $~ 
s , . . . . .  I EDTRASK JFa.~'y" Sarvic 
- . / ~  ~"~';--incl~ded ' 
~ r ~  ~oR.e  "~,f ~ , .  ~ FREE 
.., ~:,~. DEL IVERY 
i~gs  ;::'~' -="  ,:<, : V ~" IN 
~ ~  TERRACE& When quality matters. "Y~" ~ ~ 
• ~. KITIMAT 
Box 70, Smithers 
1073 MainSt. Ph. 847-4485 
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• NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduces the fflctlonal wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few years). 
NEW T,M,T."HOT "PiAES" THE INSIDES OF HUB 
EHGIE WgH A 50.000 MIE PROltCTIVE nu Pont 
Tefl0n*HATiNG! 
*Red. U,S. Pat, Office for 
• Du Poet's fluorca~on resins. 
WHAT IS TMT? 
TMT is a superconcentrated hquld for- 
mulahon mcorporatrng Du Pont TEFLON'. 
the same chemical compound that went to 
theMoon in the lunar vehicle engines When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase, this 
key ingredient mstantly goes to work against 
thqNo. One Cause of poor gas mileage• 
sluggish pe,formance, high operating tem- 
peratures, and mechanical breakdown' fric- 
tional drag. 
I]ut unless you're a chemical engineer, 
right now you're more mtereilted in what TMT 
does than how it does it. So here it is, in a 
nutshell: 
TMT IS FAST! There's nothmg complicated 
about usmg TMT--s 12-year-old kid could do 
it in less than 60seconds .. and not even gel 
his hands dirtyl 
TMT IS PERMANENT! It's an engrne treat- 
ment. not an oil treatment. Just one single 
application is Sit, it takes to permanently pro- 
tect your engine, for as 10ng as you own your 
carl 
TMT IS SAFE! We'va put our money where 
our  mouth is on th i s . ,  with a S1,000.000 
Product Liabihty Policy issued by a nationally 
famous insurance company! 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE? Effective for ariy car, 
truck, or other vehic le-whether d's this 
year's model or one that's t5 years old! Pro- 
tectsand preservesnew engmes. 'tightens 
up '~ and reluvenates old ones i
TMT IS GUARANTEED* Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold carries with ot the strongest, most 
iron-clad Guarantee we could fhrnk of I -  
O ,GUARANTEED: Better gas mdeage 
h~ore miles from every tank fu l . .a t  
"money back rn full f 
• GUARANTEED Lessod burning long- 
er periods before "toppmg off '  or 
money back in full I 
e ,GUARANTEEO Smoothe, engme perfor- 
pance ess stalhng and rough idlmg 
or money back rn full t " 
• G~ARANTEED; Increased horsepower 
~nd higher compression, morezlp and 
{Iccelerahon,, or money back in full I 
• GUARANTEED Longer engine hfe . 
~ewer repal, bills (especially for costly 
hng and piston lObS) or money back in 
fulfl 
• GUARANTEED All  these importanf, 
money-saving benefits no matter how 
long you own your vehcte or money 
~ack rn full f " 
Id view of the' many possible savings and 
benefits cited above, what do you suppose 
any"vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for il one.hen, permanent treatment of 
TMT? $S0.00'~ $100007 MORE? 
Well. listen to th(s The esfilbhshed retail 
)rice of TMT la only $14 g51 That'il right, only 
;14.95-- I  t iny investment that could  possibly 
)ay itse f back dozens of tames over. ,n sav- 
ingil.0n gas, oil. and repair bills Fanfusflc. 
FACT The coat of owning and operating any vehicle--car, bus. truck, you 
name It--h. gone Ifm/ght ~mugh ~e ceiling! The cost ot gasoline and o11? UPI 
The peyments demlnded by. ekl!.l~_...(and n..ot!o-t.k!lled ) me¢henlce? UP! TI~. 
pricetogs on new ram and truc.7 UPt n'l positively stcxenmg--sno it's going to get 
worse before It gate any betterl 
EO ALMOUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T,M.T. TEFLON TREATMENT. 
"The •dive Chemical nlredlent .n "T.M.T." has "And once "T.M.T," has been added to an an. 
a special an nlty for metal which causes it to l ine-posi t ive results can be seen mrouln tel 
"plato" and adhere to iII.exP.osed fr!ct[oo sur. experienced and trained eyes uf even the most 
faces. Polymers attract more,poi]lmers to I micro skgled of mechanics, They w not co a decided 
thickness which means a corn,oiled" build-up ncrease In compress on readings-which Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts for ca t .  that piston and rln~ seal have improved, 
the numerous user reports of reduced "b ow.by". An increase in idle r.p.m, s will also be detect, 
stressed compression f,adlnzs, and reduced Oil able due to the reduced friction after a few 
consumption hundred miles of "T,M,T,': "ptatlnil". 
**And in order to effect e permanent treatment. ,,CONCLUSION: Not only is "T.M.T." easy to. use 
you simply odd "T.M.T," to the crank.cs.se oll (it shoo d take 30.seconds at the most for angles 
threulh the oil filler nolo (so.easy-mat even a permanent treatment)-but its results can he 
e child con do ItS-preferably after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny of say 
his reached normal operating temperature. The mechanic t The benefits that can be expected with 
'*T M T"  ' In the aniline - are as follows: In. 
online should then be run for  a minimum of cr'e~'e(I Gas M esze.-Increased Horsepower-Le. 
thirtY anuses, n order to make sure that all 
friction surfaces are "plated". 0ely eight ounces O I Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Parts - 
are required for the average passenger car or Reduced [.m ._Ions-. Lower Operating Tempera. 
small truck on|ine, lores - Easier i;old Weather Starts!" 
now ttut ple'vl etard from tile expert. . .  IS,ten to Ski raves et avdlaef7 drlvere. 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CART PRIM THEM. THAT!S 
WHY WE'VE DLREPEO" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... 
(Once you've put LM.T. In your vehicle, you'll be filling in the figures yourself). 
HiltercycleRalier "Bad Deal"hcomes wrong. Of course he probably 
l i l ts •ore pewter! "Good ne l l "  with "T.M.T." won't ads t It until he uses the 
TMT In his car that I'm |ivlns him 
*'As an enKIneerlns student end "i've tried gas savers, pills, new as a present." - -  LW. 
racer, I was interested in what filters, engine treatments, etc. My 
T.M.T would du I~ I tenth mile friend told me about a product Auto Mlckmlc 
speed test. that his father had just tested for rscom•sgdl"T-M.T' I  
A series of runs from • standlnl his fleet of trucks end I'm sure "1 am an Auto Mechanic and I rs. 
start showed that our E.T. (Elapsed you guessed it was T,M,T. drive e '67 Caddy end it I My mileage has anne from XX to ins a lot of ilav in the o ld 
Time) was reduced by XX o second an unbeevably astounding Xx. My on the hlshways. I was get 14 
after T.M.T was added to the fuel father who is a car mechanic miles to,the gallon, but no~ :t 
mix In my 125 c.c, Kawasakl Mo. told me t's impossible hut i've I've been oslng"T-M.T" I I I~. 
to,cross ,atlas motorcyce, kept exact records on my last four XX gallons in the city-and Ions on the highway, el )w 
As a student of enillceerlnll this tankfuls and have proven the old you people have a good. I d 
proved that T.M.T reduced friction saying that even fatlters c~n be and I will recommend it." 
led increased power." Mr. O.T.O. 
ILl. -Itacer 
F ILL  OUT AND MAlL  NO-R ISK  COUPON- -TODAYS 
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER. OUE TO OVERWHELMINC- DEMAND. (FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE). ' 
I l i  
Enclosed is [ ]  cheque or I-I money order 
I-I one at $14.95 [ ]  two a( $26.95 
Name: 
Address: 
CiW: Prov.: P.O. 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Stat,on J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
The Herald, Fr iday, Sentember 29, 1978, Page 2 
FOR COLLEGE 
Canadian head wanted 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- telephone interview from One of the persons eepts the job he hopes he 
Malaspina College Nanaimo that two United being considered is Jack will be considered as 
faculty assaciation wants States educationlsts are Nutt, 40, current "Jack Nutt, educator, 
the college council to re- being considered for the president of Highland and not known as Jack 
open its search for a post as new Malaspina Community College in Nutt, that Yankee." 
Canadian president at the president. Highland, Kansas, who Nutt has 12 years ex- 
Nanaimo institution, He said the faculty said in an interview today ~ perience as a community 
faculty associat ion association has received that it will take him a few college administrator and 
no official notice from days to decide whether to a PhD in education from president Ellis Lindsay 
said today, college council that either accept he job offer. Washington State Univer- 
:dsay  said in a has been appointed. H,e, said that if he ac- sity. ; i:; 
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Robbed of valuable heat - because 
old-fashioned insulation is no longer enough to 
protect you against the soaring costs of fuel and 
energy. It leaves gaps in your home's defences. 
And that costs you money every day. And every night! 
But now there's an easy way to build 
perma'nent dollar savings into your home- with 
STYROFOAM* SM brand insulation. Strong, light 
boards of STYROFOAM SM put savings in 
your ceilings, floors, roof, basement and walls. 
Drop in at your local dealer and ask for your free 
Copies of the fully-detailed booklets on how to do-it- 
yourself with STYROFOAM SM...the most efficient 
heat-and money-saving insulation you can buy. 
Protect your home . ~ 
against heat robbery...and / ~ ' ~ ,  ~ \~ /
save money thrbugh all /ZL~.7~.~._.~..~ ~ ' / /  
the years ahead. / ~ ~ - /  
If you are interested in buying or building a new 
4 home, ask your builder about this plaque. It slgnllles 
that your home has been effectively Insulated 
"The S.I.S. Way" to save money and energyl 
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Responsible 
decision made 
Both the International Brotherhood of Elec- 
trical Workers and Pacific Northern Gas Co. are 
to be commended for their decision to agree on 
blnding arbitration. 
The company and the union have decided to 
allow an industrial inquiries commissioner 
mediate and both have agreed to abide by his 
decision. This gets the men back to work, con- 
strudion going again and puts labor negotiations 
back at a table rather than out on the street. 
Plaudits fo both sides for faking a responsible 
position. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Your letters 
are welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers com. 
ments. All letters to t.he editor of general 
public interest will be printed. We do, 
however, retain the right to refuse to print 
letters on grounds of possible libel or bad 
FOOD BASKET 
September saw bargains 
Consumers got a break in The 17.item survey in- to $1.79. Total cost of the Toronto--Potatoes 
September as prices of beef, eludes one pound each of basket was $24.31, down $1.20 dropped 20 cents to 78 cents, 
potatoes and ' co f fee  sirloin-tip roast, all-bee: from August. Cost in Sep- perk 36 cents to $1.88 and 
: :OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
. - ,='  .. . : , : , :By /R i 'EHARD' . JACKSON.  
, OTTAWA- Well; n0WWe know where we stano 
in :our  'c0ncelHion of the quality of our 
canadlanlsmJ " • 
. Senlor rhondarin.Gordon Robertson, Iong.tlmo 
sec/'etaryl!o'~e Cabinet, confidant of both Prime 
Min!sters Pearson ond Tr'udeau, has told us. 
• Insh0rt,  he says, only Fren~l~ Canadians have 
the true warqdy emotional sense of nationalism 
that ~ makes 'for -"being" a cOUtltry. 
I . .English Canadians, he says, who think they 
have e sweliing pride of nationhood are fooling 
fhemseh/es. 
The English, declares this expert, think 
icanada is a great place - okay then, a i-easonably 
decent place to call ~ home - simply for the 
mater:ialistJc reason of what's in it for t.he~: 
: Al l  this might be shrugged off as more ouo le. 
headedness of the bumbling bureaucracy except 
~hat it'c0mes from Gordon Robertson. 
' And he as principal secretary to the Cabinet 
forfederal.provincial relations is one of the 
dr.ivlng force~ - indeed among the co-authors - of 
P.lerre Trudeau's proposals for constitutional 
reform.. . . . .  : 
Now; Gordon Robertson is not one of the "new 
wave" tibet came.in with Trudeau and"French 
power". 
While he didn't come with the Parliament 
buiidlngs, hehas been herea long time, having 
serve¢l his apprenticeship on the staff of former 
Pr.ime Minister Mackenzie King. 
' And he has beerl around ever since, at or near 
gle .~p of the power structure - serving Prime 
Minister Diefenbaker as well as the Liberal 
leaders. . " 
Gordon Robertson slg'nalled his thinking in 
helplng to draft the cohstltutlonal reform 
packege in. a paper, to the Royal Society of 
Canada. 
In  .it, because of the cold, emotionless 
pragmatlsm of the English as compared to the 
warm-blooded devotion tonationallsm of the 
French, he.sees "real, true national unity" a 
long way down the road. 
The problem, In the meantime, will be to keep 
the country on that road to unity. 
And: to do this, he says, English Canadians 
: . . : .  ~'must make "Important changes In structure and 
.....; :...:'~;';~*practlce' (presumably conslitut!onal) and above 
:' ~'!~;: " " all of altitude towards French Canada." 
The essential In0redlent is a "shared: un- 
derstandlng,", an empathy and a common 
purpose:over.riding E~igllsh.French differences. 
Too many.English Canadians lack thls quality, 
he says . . :  ..~'" ' 
And those Who thlnk they have It, he goes on, 
feel thaf way,:not In thelr hearts but in their 
pocketbooks. 
taste. We may alsoedit letters for style and decreased in a number of 
length. All letters to be considered fo r  Cities acrossCanada. 
publication must be signed. We' ask that 
letters be typed and double spaced. 
Dear Sir: 
Re: Analysis by Nixon 
Baker, Page 4 - September 
26, 1978 
Inherent bias in jour- 
nalism against union job 
action is a common enough 
frailty but a gross example 
of such bias always somehow 
becomes an insult to the 
reader. Baker will likely not 
be requested to write for the 
New York Times but he 
should still be held ac- 
countable for his journalism, 
particularly if you intend to 
print it. He writes: "The 
Dear Sir: 
Like many other 
Canadkms, I am no longer 
surprised at the cynicism of 
the federal Liberal govern- 
meat. Amazed, yes. 
reasons why the company 
does not want to sign with the 
IBEW are complex, but 
revolve around the fact that 
Pacific Transmission has a 
large number of workers 
who would take such an 
agreement as a signal to ask 
for more money." 
Sugar prices, however, 
rose in nine of the 12 cities 
included in a monthly food- 
basket survey by The 
Canadian Press. Fresh 
tomatoes and chicken also 
cost more than in August. 
Mel Davidsun, president of 
the Canadian Sugar Institute 
in Toronto, said in an in- 
terview that an increase in 
the foreign currency ex- 
change rate has been 
Surely this is a cir- responsible for the increase 
cumstance  v i r tua l ly  in sugar prices in the last 
demanding from the editor a month. 
requirement ofat least some "We buy most of our raw 
factual basis for such a sugar in pound sterling from 
typicallygross the London market," he 
generalization, said. 
A.J. Glover "The exchange rate has 
gone from $2.23 to $2.27 on 
one pound sterling and as a 
result wholesale prices have 
Bell is still permitted to gone uproughly seven cen'[s 
deduct up to 50 percent of the for a twoldlngram package 
company's cost at appearing of sugar." 
at rate increase hearings Margaret Murray, a home 
from their taxes. Liberal .economist with the Beef 
justice? Information Centre in 
Angered, often. While the c~nsumer ser- Toronto, said the end of an 
Take for instance, the vices branch loses, the eight-week strike of meat 
budget cuts announced by governor-general gains- it's packers in August had a 
Trudean on August 1, and not his fault, he has no bearing uniowerbeefprices. 
condoned by lone Cam- '~Prices are balancing off choice. Liberals plan to go 
pagnolo, to illustrate this ahead with a $2.3 million and the market is adjusting 
cynicism. The cuts included a $2.5 million slash in con- extension to the governor- itself after drastically higher 
general's second home in prices on beef back in May 
sumer services branch. One Quebec City- this is on top of and June." 
service of this branch, She said beef prices "are 
costing $900,000 annually, $900,000 worth of renovations 
already done. When the work expected to remain stable 
alllows consumer" groups to intervene on behalf of all of is done, the "house" will for the next month, but may 
us, at hearings which have 125 rooms. Nut bad, rise gradually later in 1he 
regulate among other things since Governor-General fall." 
telephone rates, One such Leger spent a total of l0 days Coffee prices began to 
intervention this past there last year. drop in mid-September when 
summer by the Consumers' These two "small" items General Foods Ltd., 
Association of Canada saved illustrate, in a real way, the Canada's largest coffee roaster, lowered its 
eastern phone users some wholesale price for ground 
$150 million; Bell was per- coffee by 10 cents a pound. 
mitred, however, an increase The reductions reflect a 
which will add a further $248 drop in the price of green 
million to its revenue'in 1979. coffee beans on the in- 
(Bell's profits in the first six 
months of 1978 were $169,722 
million). While the con- 
sumers of Canada are cut, 
Dear Editor: 
1 am, with the permission 
of Lady Roberts, collecting 
the letters of her late 
husband, Sir Charles G.D. 
Roberts (1860-1943), for 
publication. 
Roberts was a well-known 
poet and writer of animal 
stories, and an avid out- 
doorsman. He lived at 
various t imes in Nova 
difference between the 
Liberal's handling of the 
average citizens of Canada, 
and the special interests 
which always seem to get 
their share, and much more. 
Yours truly, lernational market, a 
Erik Olthof. spokesman for General 
Terrace, B.C. Foods said. 
The spokesman said, how- 
ever, prices soon might rise 
again if the frost which hit 
Brazil in August has done. 
extensive damage to coffee 
This is my final attempt to fields there. 
collect additional Roberts 
letters prior to completing 
the preparation of the 
existing collection fur 
publication. I should greatly 
appreciate hearing from any 
persons holding letters from 
Sir Charles. 1 can be con- 
lacted at the TORONTO (CP) --  The 
decreasing value of tile 
"Canadian dollar and higher 
cosls .f imp.rts mean 
cluthing prices in Canada 
will increase subslanl tally in 
the next year, clothing 
manfaet urers say. 
Until now, Ihe price of 
dolhing has been a miB)r 
I l l l l  I 
Roberts Letters Project 
Scotia, New Brunswick, c-o Dept. of English 
Toronto and Vancouver, University of New 
travelled extensively in Brunswick 
Canada between 1880 and Fredericton, New Brun- 
t943 on lecture tours and swick 
personal visits, and had E3B 5A3 
contacts with persons fr=~m Sincerely .urs, 
all walks of life. Fred C.gswell 
peas two cents to 43 cents. SO when it comes to #rue devotion to 
Sirloin roast rose 10 cents to , nationhood, .~r~!~;materla!Jsm :;;inspire, s  ..the., 
$2.46, wieners is, cents~¢o,~; English whi le~~.~tr~g,(~mot i0f ia l ism ;..fifes '~ 
$1.64, chicken l0 cents to the hearts of ~h'e:FFench; ' . . . . . .  
$1.18 and coffee 10 cents to : Gordon: Robertson puts it  this way: 
$3.59. Total cost of the basket "The Important fact is that French Canadians was $21.78, compared with 
$22.53 in August and $29.21 a have the aflrlbutes of a nation in their surging 
year ago. nat ional ism/ ' /  
Wimdpeg--Tomatoes went By comparis~on, English Canadians, he says, 
are either indifferent to the needs of the 
necessar$, ,sh~/redunderstanding and common 
t l r  us#' with" the French, or are devoted' 
loya l i s ts :  :fOr : self-serving reasons. 
i..Tbe.~0nO~/:tKen clearly Is on the English, 
be l lev~ Gordon Robertson, to make• those 
impo, rtantchange$ in (constitutional) form and 
'practice'Tan, ~.above' . . . . . .  all of attitude towards the 
'French/% ;,'": ..... :,.' . : ~ " 
i Am0ngl ]hosel ?important changes" con- 
stitutionally; the t;eplacement of the Queen by a 
Canadian?: : " ' ' 
: And /!'changes !of attitude towards the Fren- 
Ch~': means, we!l.....' ? 
wieners, cenlrecut pork loin tember, 1977, was $21.32. 
roast, top-grade chicken. Saint John, N~ B.-- 
ground chuck steak, frozen Tomatoes rose 40 cents to 89 
cod fillets, top.grade butter, cents, butter five cents to 
tomatoes, frozen green peas, $1.43, potatoes I0 cents to 
drip coffee and apples. $1.39, peas one cent to 50 
Also included are one cents, apples I0 cents to 66 
dozen medium-sized eggs, cents and sugar six cents to 
one quart of whole milk, a24- $1.02. Sirloin roast dropped 
ounce loaf of sliced white I0 eentslo $3.48, wieners 40 
bread, I0 pounds of firsl- cents to $1.19, chuck 30cents up to cents to 59 cents and 
grade potatoes, two kilo- to$1.39, cod 20cents to $1.73, sugar three cents tO $1.05. 
grams of granulated white pears six cents to 83 cents Sirloin roasl decreased I0 
sugar and a 28-ounce can of and coffee 50 cents to, $3.49. ccnts Io $2.79. chuck s ix  
halved pears. Cosl of the basket was $24.01, cents to $1.49, eggs four cents 
The survcy is not intended compared with $24~.88 in luSocems, bmteron'eeentto 
to provide a city-by-city Augustand$21.32ayearago. $1 40, potatoes 30 cents to 
comparison since the Quebec c i ty- -Cod:was $1.09andapples29oentslo59 
pr,~duct sampling is small, down~0 eents to $1.79, sirloin ceres. Cost in September was 
Bul it shows price trends in roast 15 cents to $2.83,:eggs $22.65, down from $23.23 in 
specific stores in certain .ne eem to 91 cents, butter ,August. Tolal in September, 
citiesforalimitednumberuf four eenls to $1.35 and 1977',was $19.66. 
items many families might potatoes 51 cents to 79 cents. Regi,a--Pork went down 
buy. Sugar increased 31 cents to. $1.30 to $1.78, wieners six 
$1.01, wieners six cents to Cents to $1.29, potatoes two 
The latest price checks '$1.69, chicken 14 centsto  cenlsto$l.33,apples34¢ents 
show: St. J .h, 's ,  Nfld.~irl0in- $1,29, breadeight cents to 62 u) 45 cents and coffee 30 
cents, tomatoes20 cents to 59 cents to $3.09.. Sirloin roast 
lip roast was down l0 cents cents and coffee 35 cents to in~:reased 50 cents io $3.19, 
to $2.38, wieners 20 cents to $3.64. Cost of the basket wag chicken 11 cents to 99 cents, 
$1.19, dficken one cent to $22.40, Up from $2r.83 in chuck 14 cents to $1.79, cod 
$1,38, potatoes 30 cents to August and $17.95 in. Sep:. w hree cents to $1.'98, eggs one 
$1,69, tomatoes 16 cents to 69 'tember,'!97"_/. cent to 96 cents, tomatoes 
cents, peas 18 cents to 33 
cents, apples 12 cents to 57 Montreal--Chicken rose 14 two cents to 47 cents, and 
cents and coffee 24 cents to eenis to $L19, wieners six. sugar eight cents to $1.13. 
4.05. Ground chuck rose 95 cents to $1.69, bread 13 cents T~btal cost of the basket was' 
cents to $2.19 and milk four to 61cents, tomatoes 20 cents $22.12, compared with $23,26 
cents to 74 cents. Total cost to 59 cents and sugar six- in August and $19.73 a year 
ofthe food basket was $23.73, cents to $1..Sirloin roast ag,. 
dro ed bye cents to $2 83, I dmo,t r down 13 cents from August. pp " . ,: on--Suga , rose 
c~K12Ocentsto$1.79,eggs0ne five cents to $1.14, sirloin 
Cost in September, 1977, was cent to 90 cents, butter one roastfourcentsto$2.69,pork 
$23.88. 
llalifax--Coffee increased cent to $1.38 and coffee I0 ~ cents to $2.95, cod 20 cents 
$I to $3.69, sugar I0 cents to cents to $3.75. Total cost was to $I~75. tomatoes I0 cents to 
$1.03, pork I! cents to $1.99, $19.72, compared with $19.52 59 cents and peas eight cents 
chuck 25 cents to $1.69, bread in August'and $20.07 a year u) 49 cents. Wieners dropped 
two cents to 45 cents, ago.. 10 cents to $1.29, chuck 34 
lomatoes36centsto79eents, Ottawa--Pork was up 54 ccms m $1.25, eggs une cent 
peas twu cents to 47 cents cents to $1.89, wieners It to95cents, apples 30 cents to 
and apples three cents to 46 centsto$1.49,ehuckS0cenls 39 cents and coffee eight 
cents. Wieners dropped 30 to $1.48, cod II cents to $1.85, cents to $3.55. Cost of the 
cents to $1.49, potatoes 30 milk one cent to 641cents, September  basket was 
cents to $1.09 and pears six bread I0 cents to 56/cents, $24.15, up 14 cents from 
cents to 59 cents. Cost of the tomatoes 20 cents to 69 teals August. Total in September, 
basket was $22.83, compared and" sugar four oenis to ,99 1977, was $20.64. - 
with $21.60 in August and cents. S i r lo in  i,r~oas( Va,cou~,.¢i.--Apples went 
$19.73 a year ago. decreased five cents tb $2.73, ck~wn 10.cents'to 49 cent s and 
Charlottetown---Sirloin potatoes 30 centsto 69, cents, sirloin roast two cents to 
roast decreased 81 cents to pears16centsto83e~tsand $2,97. Pork increased 10 
$2.28; chuck one cent to $1.38, coffee 95 cents to ~.38; Cost cents to $2.45, chuck 10 cents 
tomatoes 20 cents to 79 cents, of the food basket was $21.35, to $1.79 and sugar 10 cents to 
apples 29 cents to 46 cents down 35 cantd from At!gust, $1.09. Total cost of Ihe basket 
and pears three cents to 86 Total in Seplember,, 1977, : was $23.75, up from $23.57 in 
cents. Cod went up 14 cents was $19.85, ;' . Augusl andS20.96 ayear ago. 
.. ' . !  
T 
AND YOU CAN'T GO NAKED 
Clothing costs going to go higher 
factor in the inflation rate, Lid. of Canada, said Wed- 
which slood at 9.4 per cent nesday half the material for 
last month, the Arrow division of his 
A shirl manufacturer said, company, the largest men's 
however, shirt prices might shirl-maker in the counlry, 
rise six per cent by spring is imported. 
and 12 IO 15 per cenl by the Barry Kneilinger, general 
fall of 1979. manager of Gaylogs Lid, of 
Irvine Wismer, president M.nlreal, said he expects 
.f Clucll-Peabody and CO. the next year to be the 
roughest in Ihe last fiveor 10 
y.ears for increases in 
oh,thing prices. 
Iris c,,mpany is a major 
supplier . f  children's 
clot hing. 
Tile garment manufac- 
turers say Canadian-made 
clolhes will he affccled as 
well as imported clothes. 
I I l l I II 
VIC 
I STEPHENS ' , . , : i P .C .MLA I I 
• ! .  
: ourso'clety has been brainwashed for so long 
by people who seek to cure every problem by 
raiding the taxpayer's wallet that a politician 
who wants to:lout government spending risks 
being, branded as an enemy of everyone who 
draws a goVernment pay cheque and as a 
heartless ' !Persecutor of the poor. 
As! see It, lJhetruth is otherwise. I find plenty 
of well.intenfioned people on both sides of the 
argument, /but those who build bigger 
bureauCracieS are hurting everyone, including 
governmen) emploYees and the people who need 
heli)," • ' '.-' ' ' ' ' 
An',impoverished .community, however good 
people's intentions; cannot pay i ts  public ser, 
vants weli, nor can it be generous to the Un. 
f0rtunate, A Wealthy one can do beth. 
No mafier'how c()ncerned we maybe that the 
wea!th: of the community should be distributed 
fairly, we must recognize that nothing can be 
distributed urffil.it is first produced. If we all 
spend odr t ime seeing that everyone gets as 
much as everyone else, all can find absolute 
equality in destitution. 
The practical question, of course, is whether 
our society already has too high a proportion of 
its work force engaged in activities which, 
however desirable, do not produce wealth - 
because the producers must pay the cost for all 
the others. 
Successful application of Conservative. prin- 
c ip leswi l l  certainly result in a smaller 
proportion of the work force being on the 
government payroll, but it will also result in 
more productive: jobs being available for 
everyone- and .both government emoloyees and 
those who need government assistance will be 
able to share in the real increase in wealth. 
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Feat ure  fil,.m first financed by public here 
MONTREAL ICP) -  The ~, Moviecorli: llIi Inc. the least $2.67 miJiton, after theirinvestm~mt. Then, they rec0upment of the par- film for lax purposes, and a log-percent asset write-off" Up to now, securities 
film Agency, a feature- company set ,up to produce 
length spy thriller starring and market ~Agency, is of- 
BobertMitchum, isprobably feting an ' issue of par- 
the firs.t"movie in Canada'to ticipations in the project at 
be finbnce.d through apublic $5,000 each to a maximum of 
offering Of securities sold • 810 undivided participations, 
throu~gh a registered dealer, Roth said in. a "recent in- 
with a prospectus cleared by terview. 
the Quebec Securities ,Should fewer "ihan' 61o 
commission. , ,.,.~,.b~" ' ticipations ~ sold by Oct. 
Producer Stephen Rot~" ,~ ,  s'u.'bscribei's get their 
and brokei" Paul Pommiei "~'' ifioh~y.b,~ek. Shooting'of the 
, .~ . .  . . r  ~ .  . • 
could name only one other moP/e ~s scheduled to begm 
film, made for under $1 here in.NovembeL , " • . .~"  
million in the U.S., financed Mowecorp expects to raise 
by the same method, up to $3.58 million and at 
dealer's comm'ission and 
:e~¢penses are paid. . 
i Pommier~ vice-president 
:of the brokerage ho.use of Le- 
:vesque Beaubien Inc., said 
'~he preliminary prOspectus 
has• he~'., flied ~ith the 
• eotintry's' securities, com- 
missions for:comments 'and 
that final clearance will 
come by mid-October "at the 
latest. 
The inveators get 10o per 
cent of the mb~y coming 
from the fllm'i distributor 
tmtil they have recouped" 
New star versatile 
HOLLYWOOD (AP)- -  In with little-known actor's: iinooTVc0mmercialsin1973 
a movie segson that has Bruno Kirby, Lee Purcell, alone, admitted she knew the 
brought a rush Of attractive 
young acting talent,  no  
performer seems more 
versatile than Didi Conn. 
She starred as the am- 
bitious young singer in You 
Light Up My Life• She played 
the wouldbe beautician 
Frenchy in Grease. She even 
did the voice of Raggedy Ann 
In the animated feature 
Raggedy Ann and Andy. 
This month she can be seen 
as a 17.year-ale[ high school 
girl in Almost" Summer, the 
Motown Production for 
Universal Pictures. 
': "It'wasn't easy since I was 
26 and going through a 
divorce when I made the 
picture," she said. "And the 
boy who was my hearthrob 
in  themovie  was John 
Friedrich, who was making 
his first niovie at 17. 
,Almost Summer was 
homas Carter and Tim 
atheson. 
The story spans the last 
two weeks of the term at a 
California high school, the 
time of proms and elections 
and looking ahead to sum- 
mer, Even though Didi Corm 
is a decade out of high 
school, she felt sympathetic 
to the characters' feelings: 
"I have a lot of respect for 
the problems of high school 
students; they are just as 
important to them as going 
through a divorce or finding 
jobs are to me." 
Now 27, she had a two-year 
marriage and seven-year 
companionship with acto r 
Frank Conn. 
Didi is dark-haired with a 
thin, attractive face and a 
lively voice that harks back 
to her native Brooklyn. She 
says she has nurtured the 
acting urge since before 
kindergarten, and you can 
'.territory. , 
"The pieture that came out 
was nothing .like the original 
:script," she said, admitting 
.that she injected much of her 
qwn experience. The 
director-writerproducer- 
composer was Joe Brooks, 
who chose her for the lead 
.iafier a single audition. The 
association appears to have 
been less than amicable. 
..... I don't think it was my 
beSt work because we had to 
rush through everything," 
~id Didi,. "l  think certain 
.scenes~'could have been 
richer and fuller." 
I 
q~. . .  
split further proceeds 50-50. ticipant's initial in- 
with the producer. • ', " vestment." 
The partieipatiens'ere la- The 810 participations are 
belled speculative beca0se,, just like common stocl~, 
• the prospectus says, "there' Pommier said, but are called 
is no guarantee of revenue part ic ipat ions becaus~ 
from Agency, nor o_f. subscribers buy a piece of a 
nut a piece of the company 
producing the' film. Only 
companies may issue stock. 
The tax purpt)ses result 
from the Canadian govern- 
ment's subsidy of the film 
industry through permitting 
5~r a Canadian film. 
Both said the owner of the 
asset--the film--is the only 
one who may write it off, 
making it necessary toown a 
piece of the film directly. 
commissions have been 
granting movie production 
companies exemptions from 
submitting a prospectns and 
from using a registered 
denier for the finaneiug of 
films• ~ '  
We'll pay you to them pay:. . 
worker, over 26 weeks You'll be giving 
¢; , . /  
i 
Here's the deal• 
directed by ,Martin David- feel the undercurrent of that . Starting now, JET ,  Job Experience someone the challenge and opportunity 
son, who.so previous film had longtime drive• " and Training a Federal Government work he or she is looking for, and it will give you 
The Lords Perhaps that is why You I ~, ,~- - .~  program, will pay you half of the wage. the chance to assess potential permanent 
.~en the ear~e~latobuv~he: Light Lip My Life seemed so I ,~:W~.~.'>...~.,~ up to $1 50 an hour• of new, young employees• 
such t The herome was whic~thfeatured In- convinc'ng. " I ,~.~,/:~11111111~ emnlovees 15-24 years hired through To make it even more worthwhile, 
as S lvester a young wom~/n who hustled , '- - ' - ' . . . .  Y " " n res we wdl re ulre onl a mmlmum amount of 
" " s tud ins toTV • Canada Employment Ce t q . Y 
Staliot~e,kn°wnsBlakelyHenrYandWmkler,Perry from recordmgauditions to :commereia.i*[ ' ~ , ~ . ~ '  ,. YOU wdl' be pad'  for 26weeks  for a paperworK , ram you. " 
~'~? the director worked sessions. Didk whoapp~re¢l.. ~ , - : '1"~L~4r  maximum 40 hour work week and. il So, visit your local Canada 
' ......... ~";' '~' ' / : : "  ,.,,,,.,..,=,..w,~. you'r.e a well-established employer in Employment Centre or phone and weill 
• ' l  at 7' . -  ~ / private industry, you qualify have a JET  representative call on you, 
1 ~ 1 ] . ~ ~  n ~ ~  / ~/ . r - / -  ~[ r -  i what it'means s this• Don't delay ,; 
W I,  w.,J~.,.,'.,,.~ a. . , ,u. j , , . ,  I -]/1/¢I(Om~TI/~@ILI Ih do ars and cents• you would You ll share the experience we'll 
'l Xt'nt,meto~cal ~ 'i°l,yo.r, collectf, rom us a maximum of $1.560 per share the cost ' . .... • , 
l/WelcomeWagonhostess. I " : • , . L  Employment and Emploi et ' ::: ;! 
,L,,[..L.oisMoh"lnger-635-5309 ' " " ' IV '  Immigration Canada Immigration Canada ., ,, . .,,, ~;.,, . ,,!..~, 
j L : , • • • 
, . . , , , .o .o,_  /Ig ] lJlnln  I i~/ 4912 Hwy. 14 63841Terrace, B.C. VSG 118 ' ' 
_Dealer L[cence Number 02066A 
.oNz),'~. Test drive a][']0n~_ toda~,~ It II ' - '  I 
*""*"'*"'""'""" ! ( ; _  I '~'~~ 624-262]. 0r 624-3359 "~ , • 
~ Hidden somewh.;, in the t [ ' L~;~e====~e=~~~ ~ ~ ...m [ 
,aperarelwo Terrace =1I I £ .4  I 
t ~ Fwi:2tbem, dffoneisyom'syouve ! II ~f...,, ~ : : ~  I : ~ ~ I 
' Plci~ up your tickets at the Herald . l l  ~t t -  ~ I >- , .  . - " - -  - - -  o,,.=..==s, , .  . , 71 
~: . . . . . . .  ~ II =~.~. , .p . r .n  Z..m I I :: ~ Mnnmon laaH II 
i aannunHun unn " ' ~ ~ 4 n r " 'N FORMAL DINING I ~ ~ ~I I  
. . .  • ; II MH..lhur-h.m.-13p.m. [ IL |1  
4120 LAKELSE AVE PHONE 638-8111 ,~ .= . ~ . , ,  - ' - ., , I I  F,~ Sat~a,m, la,m, / :." |1  
SHOW],NG AT 8 P:M. ~ I I  * c,o,,o ,.,.,,,,o,, I t :,: ,111 
~, s tnmn~n S0 • ] II ~ ~  ThornhillJr. Sec.Schoo' ]1 
. . . .  " . . . . . . .  | ~  Boys & Girls Volleyball teams ]l i |  Oaprioorn One i:::. 
~' OOTOBER.I"3 Pipe|reams ~ ::/ 
OOTODKR 4-T " , , ,  % 
Thank 6od II'a FrHay • :~ 
SEPTKIIDKR 30- :/'~ 
I ' ''''''d*'r'  i]i 
sam, -  so 
The Greek Tlooon " : ~i 
] 00,0..,.,, ' i ]  
Hoagohlls " '  :~ 
"~. beef & bottle ' 
presents 
ZbLGgZ s_o_ 
Reserva tigris a ; t~tegj~r; :  until p . .  
" •.  6 a,m,-1 a,m. 
k141i Outy Otr. 632-1200~ 
;; ~; ;; ~ ' r• " =3 hosting playday. Smithers, : LAKELSE ] Hou~bn, Hazelton,&Aiyanshwil l  
be'~ltending. Games go from 10 
A.M. qil 4 P.M. 
HOTEL Terrace Timbermen take on the 
THE PLACE FOR : Commercial  League Al l .Stars 
.Wed. Oct. 4, 8:30 P.M. at the 
WEDDING RECEPTIONS Terrace Arena. 
PR IVATE PARTIES • 
• BANQUETS 
CATERING 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
HECTORS 
MON-SAT. $ PM.  !1 PM 
P lmae 6,38-8141 zi . 
4620  Lake im Avenue ~ I',rrao,, mA. 
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BuS!hess  il 
"" Not listed in our 
• B.I), Tel Dureetory, 
V DIAL.AN.ORDER 632-3583 
~ TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE 635-3300 
We re:o::=,.,,::::"'"°' "'"" 
Listed',,, ,,,u,,,u:.,,,:,,,, • 
Here /  o,,',Free" for ONE month courtesy of THEHERALD 
,, you wish your Business Phone 635 6357 
listed for your customers please call  m 
~::~:~:~.~;;:;~--~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~:~:~:~::::5:~:::~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~;--;~.:~.:~: :::' : ::: ;:; 
~:~:~ :~.~ .: 
,'r,~u 
Part• I I I :  • 
KC & The Sunsfiine Band 
:CBS 
Tome 
"Soundtr : :k 
Dreams Of A Child. Burton Cumming 
LP 4.99 - Tape 6,99 
BatOut Of Hell- Meatloat 
LP 4.99- Tape 6.99 
Eddie Money- Eddie Money 
LP 4.49- Tape 6.99 
dali herald or-i,./.r uo 
Y with Chris Porteri =/:I 
Mino.r Hockey.:!i 
i starting soon,,:/, 
Terrace Minor Hockey's' he has lined up Terrace 
Mode,., S ~orey. n,,= c,,~s mo(oc hem. Good Zo¢,Uo, - t blo¢l, I~om regdlar house league season Chrysler for the juveniles :' :: 
beach, F~agllsh Bay and Stanley Pink. m~= .s,.wmown. s~hopping wJlhb~ 2 gets underway next week at . and All Seasons Sports for " "  
blocks. 125 attractively appohntod ~le.¢ondltio~ eom~s, i lud~ ¢{Ikk'n¢V the Terrace Arena. Division the midgets. Sponsors for the  ' 
un~t, =d ~t~ - .Kh ~th pr~,  b=h. cdo~ "W ~ pa~o~. W,~e heads said they expect to bantams, peewees and pups  
Seem amd Coffee Shop. ~ ~dh tmlerl~inmtml..~1)1¢ amd ~ have schedules finalized by are expected to be an- 
s~o,,s, m~.~n h)bby,od bet p~h'~, theweekend sothat each boy nuanced early in Octoboi'. '
The rules committee had." 
John Travolta 
John Travolta 
175.5" OavJe S(.eet. Va~ouv~ VSG lWS. Pboae: 6@4-682 • 1831 ¢o lk~ 
Tek¢ 04-51'161 
YOUR CHOICE 
LP'S $2,99 
Rolling Stones 
LP 4.99- Tape 6.99 
I 
Live In Australia 
Nell Sedaka 
t 
,{ 
Mr. Natural 
Bee Gees 
SEPTEMBER 26- 
OOTOBER 10 
MCA CAPITOL 
r" e ~ ~ ~ .... 
Thick As Thieves- Trooper ~ 
LP 4.99- Tape 6.99 
I 
g 
20 Golden Greats- Buddy Holly 
LP 4.99- Tape 6.99 
Greatest Hits- Olivia N. John 
LP 4.99. Tape 6.99 
WEA RECORDS 
/ Rod Stewart 
LP 4.99 - Tape 6.49 
Stranger In Town- Bob Seger 
LP 4.99- Tape 6.99 
MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE LP'S $2.99 
Sleeper Catcher- L.R.B. 
LP 4.99. Tape 6.99 
John Pyramid-  Alan Parsons 
LP 4.99- Tape 6.99 
Linda Ronstadt 
LP 4.99 - Tape 6.49 
I 
MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE TAPES $3,99 1 
gets a copy. 
At a meeting held this 
week, the executive decided 
to boost the wages of on.ice 
officials for Rep team 
games. Referees will now 
get six dollars per game and 
linesman four dollars per 
game. Referee-in-chief 
Terry McFadyan explained 
that with officials getting 
more money, he won't have 
as many problems in lining 
up people to do the games. 
Division standings and 
game scores will also be 
• published and aired on radio 
this year for the first time 
since dropping the idea five 
dYieara ago. However, in- 
viduai scoring statistics 
for house league will not be 
kept. When it was tried in the 
past, it created animosity 
among boys and parents who 
thought a scoring race was 
more important than the 
youngsters just playing 
hockey and having fan. 
Sponsors will be sought for 
the five division Rep teams 
for the first time. The in- 
creasing cost of running Rep 
teams brought about this 
decision. Sponsorship of a 
Rep team will be $500. It was 
pointed out that most Rep 
come up with a revised set of , 
rules to combat off-ice ac:' 
tivities in addition to those : 
already in effect on the ide. 
The rules deal mostly with ~ :" 
swear ing ,  smok ing , '  
drinking, damage to the '  
arena and general behaviour 
around the arena. 
Stiff penalties are included 
in these new rules which will// 
be given to each boy, coach! : 
and manager. They will also 
be published when available. 
• Meanwhile, finalized plans 
for the four division, inter- 
city weekend Rep team 
league are expected to be / 
completed by next week. A 
schedule has been drawn Up 
to run for six weeks, with a 
break during November 11 
weekend.. The schedule will ': 
involve Rep teams in pup, 
peewee, bantam and midget ' 
for the communities of 
Terrace, Kitimat, Prince i 
Rupert and Smithers. 
Also, two peewee coaches ~ 
and one bantam coach are 
urgently needed by the '  
weekend. Anyone interested 
in coaching a peewee team 
can call Bob Dahl at 635-2052, 
and prospective bantam ~ 
coaches can contact Ray '  
Flaherty at 635.5314, or; i' 
teams throughout the anyone wishing to fill either" 
province are sponsored by coaching position can con -~ 
business firms. Repteam co- tact Bernie Selder at 
ordinator Cliff Sharples aid Terrace Chrysler, 635-5959. / 
Volleyball teams i 
d Sat on the  roa  o • 
once again, local hiSh made up~io,~:r~t~!rlS~ 
school athletes will be in- Ca ledo~'la's~":"l~oll6ybiill"~' 
teams won't be idle on the' • volved in much activity over 
the weekend. Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary School will be the 
scene of a volleyball playday 
including girls and boys 
teams from Smithers, 
Houston, Hazelton, and 
Aiyansh, as well as the boys 
and girls teams from the 
host Thornhill School. The 
games will be getting un- 
derway at 10 a.m., and will 
continue until 4 p.m. 
']'he Skeena High boys and 
girls A and B volleyball 
teams will be leaving for 
Booth Memorial High in 
Prince Rupert at 7:30 a.m. 
Saturday. There they will be 
competing against teams 
from Prince Rupert, Kitimat 
and Port Simpson. An 
added attraction in that 
playday will be a girls A 
team from Prince Rupert 
Senior Secondary School 
weekend either. The senior 
girls volleyball squad will be 
on their way to Hazelton, 
where they will take part in a 
playday there. The senior 
boys A team is travelling to 
Prince George for the Polar 
Invitat ional Volley.ball 
Tournament, where they will 
test their skills against 
teams from Prince George, 
Dawson Creek, Vanderhsof 
and other central interior 
teams. 
And last, but certainly not 
least, Caledonia's senloz 
girls A squad will be on their 
way ,to Victoria for the 
University of Victoria In- 
v i ta t iona l  Volleyball 
Tournament, where they will 
be competing against'other 
girls volleyball teams from 
all over British Columbia. 
Moritz Minder sets 
new shooting record 
SEOUL (AP)  - -  Moritz by East Germany's Ulrich " 
Potteck. Minder sot a world record in 
free pistol shooting and 
helped Switzerland win two 
gold medals on opening day 
of the world shooting 
championships Thursday. 
The favored United States 
and West Germany also won 
two gold medals each. 
Minder, a 42-year-old 
Swiss electronics engineer, 
scored 577 out of a possible 
600 points in men's 50-metre 
free pistol at Seours 
Taenung International 
Shooting Range. The 
previous world record of 573 
was set in the 1976 Summer 
Olympic Games at Montreal 
Minder's performance 
helped the four-man Swiss. 
squad reach a total gold- 
medal score of 2203. 
The United States won gold 
medals in women's air rifle, 
individual and team events, 
and West Germany in men's 
air rifle, individual and team 
events. 
Wands R. Jewell, an army 
lieutenant from Ft. Benning, 
Ga., won the world air rifle 
title by scoring 385 out of a 
possible 400. She also led the 
U.S. women's quad to the 
world team championship 
with a total of 1,140 out of a 
possible 1,200. 
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• "Noue of these players juries, their products certified. The 
Dr. Pashhy's CSA com. federal government has 
Canada Limited, Toronto; has finished consistently in amateur champion, during the' national cham- 
Normac Marketing Corp., In addition to creating the top five. Whamond mild, "there are pionship in August. were wearing face protec- 
tors," explains Dr. Pashby. 
' . ' Ihave only received one 
reported'eye injury to a 
player wearing a mask and 
that eye .recovered" almost 
normal vision. The change in 
this year's statistics is the 
age group. For instance, the 
youngest player to be 
blinded was 19 years old and 
mittee has now revised a made it law that all hockey 
preliminary standard on helmets must meet CSh 
face protectors making the standards. 
standard more stringent and "I am also very pleased 
therefore suitable for goal that the Canadian Standards 
tenders. Before this action, 
Vancouver; St. Lawrence 
Steel, and Wire Co. Ltd., 
Gananoque; Sherbrooke 
Spare (Canada) Ltd., St- 
Jean, (~ebee. 
safety standards for better 
hockey equipment, Dr. 
Pashby would like to see 
international standards for 
rules as well as equil3ment 
But this year the team will 
have its best chance ver at 
the championship being held 
in Fiji, said Lea Whamond, 
great bol~. this ye~0!or the 
three-member team. 
Starey West .of Torento, 
Canadian ~mior champion 
from 1975-77, and Marllyn 
The U. S. has won the 
event, held every two years, 
since 1966. That year Canada 
had its best showing with a 
seeaadplace finish. 
there were no standards for 
goalie masks. 
"I am very proud of the 
BOSTOCK FUNERAL 
I000 attend 
LOS ANGELES lAP) --  
Funeral services were held 
Thursday for baseball star 
Lyman Beatock, and team- 
mate ,.Ken Brett told 
mourners: 
"He enlivened our 
elal/zouse and took us out of 
the darkness of defeat. But 
hewas a winner, He enjoyed 
life so much because he had 
so little at the beginning." 
Bostock, 27, who played 
this season for California 
Angels, was shot to death 
Saturday night while riding 
in a car at Gary, Ind. After 
three seasons with Min-  
nesota  Twins, he had signed 
a five-yeur contract with the 
American League team call- 
ing for $2.7 million. 
There was a standing room 
throng of about 1,000 for the 
services at the Vermont 
Square United Methodist 
Church and another 500 were 
outside. 
The entire Angels' squad, 
headed by general manager 
Busale Bavasl and manager 
Jim Fregosi attended the 
services. OvTner Gene Autry 
four brothers. His father, 
Lyman Sr., who had pla~/ad 
in the Negro American 
League, also was in at- 
tendance along with several 
players from other major 
league baseball clubs. 
Bestock was killed while 
the Angels were in Chicago 
on thleir last road trip of the 
1978 season, their most 
successful ever. 
Police said the target 
apparently was one of two 
women in the car, Barbara 
Smith, the estranged wife of 
Leonard Smith who was 
arrested on a murder 
charge. ,, .~,, .... 
During his .three. years,,!. 
with. Minnesota,f. Bostock.,' 
became orie of major league 
baseball's top bitters and his 
.336 in 1977 was second in the 
American League only to 
team-mate Rod Carew. 
Becoming a free agent at '  
the end of last season, 
Bosteek chose to signwith 
the Angels after several 
other teams bid for his 
services. 
does,., no~. attend ,funerals .... His ~star t.~with - .~C~floL~n~.: 
becauso.of per~iial'i, eligiGtm:" pro~,'ed fvd~tul '"aEdf," tilter 
bellefa, hitting just .147 in April, 
Bostock's widow, offered tO return his month's 
Youvene, and his mother, salary. When ~ the Angels 
Annie, were flanked by the refused, he gave the money 
temn-matea nd Lyman's to charity. 
• 1 Badesteros has 
one stroke lead 
AKRON, Ohio (AP, 
Svala's Severiano 
l~.a!lesteros, at 21 the 
yJf,,ngest man In the elite 
field, lashed his way to a one- 
underpar 69 and the first- 
round lead Thursday in the 
World Series of Golf. 
Ballmteros was given the 
opt ing for his pace-setting 
• effort when Bill Kratzert lost 
the lead with a horrendous 
eight on The Monster, the 
57e-yard lath hole on the 
south course of the Firestone 
Country Club. 
Ballesteros, the only man 
in theselect fieldof 26 able to 
break par this chilly, windy 
day, birdied the 17th off a 
wedge shot to three feet just 
about he time the distraught 
Kratzert visited two hazards 
on the way to his disastrous 
twriple bogey. He finished 
lth a two over-par 72. 
Defending champion 
Lanny Wadkins and Hubert 
Green were a single shot 
back at 70, even per on the 
7,180-yard layout hat played 
tougher than it has in years. 
"Firestone is extremely 
tough, as tough as I've ever 
seen it." said Wadkins. 
Guidry notches 
24th victory 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  Left- clinching the division title to 
handier Ron Guidry fired a three, and keep their lead 
three-bitter for his 24th over second-place Boston at 
victory of the season as the one game. The Red Sox 
first-place New York defeated Detroit 1-0. 
Yankees defeated Toronto 
Blue Jays 3-1 Thursday Guidry, 24-3, struck out 
night, edging a notch closer nine, shattering the club 
to a third straight Am .erican _ record of 239 set by Hall of 
l.~.ague East championship. Famer Jack Chesbro in 1904. 
The victory reduced the Guidry finished the game 
Ymtks' magic number for with 243. 
a 
a price malan;. 
" See at 
• ~ TERRACE HONDAsALES 
|~|  4911 Hwv l I  " Terrace, B.C.VeGILI 
~j~ t~11/ I  "" ' Dealer Licence 02066A 
~ON=~ Test drive a Honda today. 
• * , .  m 
The first in a series of MB Reports. 
?'e're MacMillan Bloedel 
¥ ]/&we'd like to talk to you 
Over the next six weeks, we'll 
be publishing a series of seven 
bulletins like this. They'll tell 
you a lot about MacMillan 
Bloedel. If you read them, you 
will learn in some detail what 
our company is up to. Where 
we're "coming from." Where we 
plan to go. And how we feel 
about the future of British 
,i~umbia.an~d~q~r place in this 
- .~ ' J '  " ~ 'D " " " • " 
province. " " 
Here today. Here to stay 
There's one point we'd like to 
make in this first report. 
MacMillan Bloedel was born in 
B.C. and we're • deeply com- 
mitted to this province. That's 
partly pride-but it's also good 
business sense. While we've 
grown to become an inter- 
national company, we're still a 
forest products company. And 
B.C. is where the forests are. 
about $800 million right here. 
That's for wages for 16,000 
employees, benefits, supplies 
and services, heat, hydro and 
the like. Our everyday costs of 
staying in business. (We'll be 
spending an additional amount 
foi" new equipment and improve- 
ments. More about that in the 
next report.) What does $800 
million mean to the  economY?:~.~ 
it puts into circulati6n s6~ 2~~'~ 
thing like $316 for each person 
--each man, woman and child 
in B.C. We're confident it will 
be a sound investment. 
What to look for in 
upcoming reports. 
We'll do our level best to give 
you an in-depth look at what 
MB is all about. What plans do 
we have for investing in new 
equipment? How do we plan to 
A time of change, 
forB.C. & MB. 
Nobody has to tell you that the 
economy has been through a 
period of critical change. And, 
as you may be aware, so hag our 
company. In the following re- 
ports, we'll try to tell you what 
these changes could mean to us-- 
and perhaps to you. 
An 8800 million vote 
of confidence. 
Next .year, we expect to spend 
to the future, and why is science 
an important part of growing 
better forests? We'll also tell 
you some of the other things we 
do  in the communities where 
we live: 
We'd like to hear from you. 
In these reports, we'll be talk- 
ing about us. But what about 
you? If you have any ideas or 
reactions concerning these topics, 
we'd be very interested in hear- 
ing from you. Just write to this 
address and we'll be in touch: 
MB REPORTS, 
1075 West Georgia 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3R9 
British Columbia own 80% of 
the forest lands we manage. So 
we're not the landlords, you 
are. We're the tenants. 
We think you're aware .that a compete in today's tough world 
• company l ike  MB can only markets? What are we doing 
operate, in this province with about productivity? What does 
,your say-so. The people of our tree planting program mean 
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Next Weeks Feature 
TEA POTS 
BROWN BETTYS FLORAl, DESIGNS ENGLISH I'()TTERY 
limiinalaalaniulinmaunniaaaaaaNail 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd. I II 6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Laze l le  Ave. ,  Ter race  
Ph. 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 a,m.-5:30 p,m, 
Friday 9 a.nl.-9 p.m. CLOSED MONGM 
I] r,~l L[IRll~ 
4606 Lazeile 636-6576 
Store Hours: 
Tues,-Sat. 9a,m,-6:3op.m. 
Friday 9a .m. -9p .m.  
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SERIES NO. i TICKET NUMBER 
Pancake breakfast 
to support semors 
A pancake breakfast at Mr. Mikes Saturday 
between the hours of 8 and 10 a.m. will top off the 
celebrations held during Senior Citizens Week. 
Terrace residents wi l l  also be asked by young 
people, whowi l l  be selling fags today and 
Saturday, fo help the Senior Citizens. 
The seniors are raising money fo help pay for a 
new meeting hall and drop-in centre to be built 
on Kalum St. 
Sod turning ceremonies for the building were 
held on Tuesday. 
Many local residents have visited the display 
of antiques and artifacts from the past being held 
at the Centennial L ib rary  sponsored by the 
Senior Citizens. 
If the last five. four~r three digits on your ticl~et'are identical to and in 
the same order as • these winning numbers above, your ticket is eligible 
to win the corresponding prize. 
f last 5 digits WIN $1,000 
last 4 digits WIN $100 
last 3 digits WIN $25 
NOTE: Twenty-five dollar ($25) winners may claim their winnings by 
presenting their ticket to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce only in British Columbia. Alberta. Saskatchewan. Manitoba 
and the Yukon. 
In the event of discrepancy between this list and the official Winning 
numbers list as certified by the auditors of the Foundation. the latter 
shall prevail. 
C. l .~  " Valnes W. ~ ,  R'ed, Penny & N~rg Bryans, V.R. Duchesne, 
Vancouver Balrmoce W~nnll:eg Baldy Hughes 
Tillberg, J. WIIIlamson, Roshan& Badrudln; I<. Blrnlson, 
S l~mlK I  Cml"l~l River Vancouver Sidney, B.C. 
p.J. Bddnerchuk ~ J. Evmls, /W. John T. Caddick, Nt Galloway, 
• An~l~ ~ Calgary 
L & NL Z.alec K. Wallace, Norm Ryder, ~ .  Pearl Goebel, 
Wlnnilmg ' Ceml~l River Vict~'la N~vllle 
Serdty Vm'KIole, J. Cormle¢, RLO. Fisher, 
~; Louis , Oushell Park Winnipeg 
Hekm & Nermnn Dole' ~nes ~ ,  4W. & MCS. G. Fueshoeller, 
Lake Errock Se(sglrth Calgary 
5air, 5allm Hassanall, Joan C. Reykdal, 
. Vancouver Wlnnll~g 
I I 
T h R A o [  ..... ,, _. ' : "~ ' '47 | I  . . . . .  ' '- ' -MEATS
UKELSE 
,'-"°"'"', 638-1766 
The stock market 
facing a struggle 
NEW YORK tAP)  - -  The 
stock market continued to 
struggle Thursday, faced 
with continuing evidence of 
upward pressure on interest 
rates. 
The Dow Jones average of 
30 industriais, which had 
7.9'/ on Wednesday, 
slipped another 2.00 to 858.19 
by noontime today. 
Losers outnumbered 
gainers by about a 740-5 
margin among New York 
Stock Exchangelisted issues. 
An increase in the prime 
lending rate from 91/2 to 93/4 
per cent continued to spread 
steadily through the banking 
industry. 
• Stock prices began to fall 
sharply Wednesday when 
several New York banks 
joined in the increase, which 
had been initiated Monda~ 
by the First •National Bank of 
Chicago and Philadelphia's 
First Pennsylvania Bank. 
There was speculation that 
Lhe basic harge on blue-chip 
loans might soon move up to 
10 per cent in view of recent 
increases inother borrowing. 
costs. 
OWNER 
' JIM 
MASON 
Meanwhile, a new stock 
issue Lhat had attracted 
considerable advance notice 
reached the market this 
morning. The brokerage 
firms underwriting the 
initial offering of 750,000 
shares of Floating Point 
S~,stems, a producer of 
specia l ized computer  
equipment, said the price 
was set at $18 a share. 
The NYSE's composite 
index eased 0.04 to 57.27. 
Volume on the NYSE 
dropped off to 10.70 million 
shares as of noon from 13.45 
million at the same point 
Wednesday. 
• 16 fata l i t ies  
in  exerc i se  
BONN t Router) -- Sixteen 
persons have died and more 
than 100 have been injured in 
NATO's fall manoeuvres in
West Germany, defence offi- 
cials said today. 
In the latest accident late 
Wednesday, three U.S. 
soldiers died when their car 
was crushed by a U.S. truck 
near Lauterhac h in the state 
* of*Hesse. ' 
The dead have included 
American, German, British 
and Canadian soldiers and 
civilians. 
SPECIALS ITEMS 
• EFFEOTIVE WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
All Beef Gov't Inspected - Grade ' ' A" 
REGULAR 
ii n 
Wild Game Treated with Care 
Hung, Cut, Wrapped, & Frozen & SaUsage made 
Talk to us about your next side of Beef. 
i i I 
HOT & COLD SANDWICHES 
Poor Boy's Submarines Hot Corn Beef Ham & Cheese 
CAIRO (AP) -- With peace 
with Israel apparently near, 
Egyptian officials are 
planning how to maintain 
peace at home, seeking ways 
to employ thousands of 
veterans and to satisfy the 
people that he money from a 
pared-down defence budget 
is well spent. 
Thousands of soldiers will 
put down their ifles and pick 
up tools to build roads and 
cultivate desert land as the 
Egyptian army shifts from 
war footing to peace with 
Israel, under proposals 
made by Cairo's planning 
minister. 
But ' some Egyptian 
sources predict hat, eve~ if 
peace comes, the savings 
realized by trimming the 
size of the army will not be 
funnelled into development 
projects, but will be churned 
hack into the defence budget 
Lo replace aging Russian. 
made tanks and airplanes 
and to improve pay and 
living conditions in an army 
where a private receives less 
than $I0 a month. 
An Israeli-Egyptian peace 
treaty now appears to be 
only weeks away. The Israeli 
parliament approved the 
Camp David accords 
Thursday and paved the way 
for new negotiations. 
With peace,. Western 
military observers in Cairo 
believe, Egypt's 500,000-man 
standing army---one of the 
world's largest--gradually 
will be pared down to about 
300,000. 
Egypt's army grew from 
about 80,000 men at the time 
of the first Middle East war 
in 1948 to more than 10 times 
that, including reserves. The 
military• currently' accounts 
for up to 40 per cent of the 
national budget of $5 billion. 
Economists fear that 
demobilization would place 
an added burden on an 
already struggling economy, 
dumping hundreds of 
thousands of n~cn on the job 
market at a time when the 
jobless rate is 12 per cent and 
under-employment 
widespread. 
"'We don't have the in- 
dustry to  absorb so many 
men," said Lutfi Abdel 
Rizak Meguid has proposed 
a public-works corps as one 
way of solving the dilemma 
of reducing the army while 
at the same time preventing 
an upsurge in unem- 
ployment. 
He has drawn up a plan to 
have 1,000 soldiers im- 
mediately launch a farming 
settlement in a desert oasis 
as a pilot project. Gradually, 
he said, thousands more 
could be put to work ex- 
ploiting a halbmiUion arable 
acres along Egypt's 
Mediterranean coast and in 
other desert oases. 
Ordinary Egyptians eem 
to expect that peace with 
Israelwilllead toa reduction 
in defence spending and that 
the savings will be diverted 
to peace-time projects, such 
as housing. 
But Egyptian and Western 
observers generally agree 
with one expert's prediction: 
"I feel the extra money 
would be put into increasing 
salaries, enlarging pensions, 
providing housing and 
medical care for military 
dependents - - in  short ,  
making Egypt's army more 
professional." 
Even before a peace 
agreement, Egypt has begun 
to shift its troops and has 
built up its forces along the 
Libyan border to the west. 
Sources estimate 8,-000 
soldiers were added to the 
35,000 troops already 
stationed there. 
Egypt and Libya fought a 
bloody border battle in the 
summer of 1977 and one 
Egyptian observer said new 
fighting is possible at any 
time because Libyan leader 
Moammar Khadafy seeks 
revenge for what he con- 
siders a sell-out. 
Exploding tire 
k i l l s  worker  
SEATTLE tAP) -- A 
bizarre accident at an 
Auburn construction site 
has claimed the life of a 
2g-year-old Lynwood 
mall. 
Roger L. Sprague and 
another employee o1" 
Sam's Tire Service had 
just inflated a large tire 
on a piece of earth- 
moving equipment when 
the tire exploded, the 
King County Medical 
Examiner's office said. 
Sprague was standing 
about two metres from 
the tire and was thrown 
against a truck by the 
force of the explosion. His 
clothing was shredded 
and the track's door was 
dented, investigators 
said. 
A spokesman for the 
tire firm said it was not 
known what caused the 
tire to explode 
A chilling fate 
narrowly avoided 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Oiler She said she looked out the 
Anne Cameron of Sidney, 
B.C., was asleep when the 
Vietoriabased icebreaker 
Camseli was holed by Arctic 
ice--but in seconds he had 
pulled on her coveralls and 
was heading for the 
watertight door she was as- 
signed to close. 
Azzim, editor" ,0f.~ the . . . .  She..~said. even - when 
economie-weekly-Al Ahram:"'Bl'~l~Ifl~'sl|~' is aware of 
Iqtisadl. "The biggest shipboard sounds and it was 
danger in any country after a the abnormal sound that 
war is what to do with the awakened her. 
army." "You could hear this sort 
Planning Minister Abdel of hollow thud." 
Trade in your oldsnowmobile for a brand new '79 Arctic Cat 
and receive a $1S0 d/scount. Even if you don't have a 
trade-in, Arctic Cat still has a surprise for you.You have 
from September lSth to October 16th 1978 to take 
advantage of our pre-season offer. 
YOU'VE WlIfiED 
SubmdJary of Arctic Ente:pnses. Inc ThLef Swer ra l lL  Mmnelo1,, 56701 
TERRAOE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
4639 Greig Avenue Torraoe, N,O. 
porthole, saw what appeared 
to be oil on the water and 
knew something was wrong. 
It was 5:05 a.m. Sept. 10, 
and.Ms. Cameron, 24, was 
sleeping in the cabin she 
shared with ship's clerk 
Alice Goldsmith, the other 
woman aboard. 
The Camsell was holed 
while escorting the supply 
ship Broderiek and the tug 
Agnes Sherwood on a shp- 
plies trip, about 195 
kilometres east of Cam- 
bridge Bay, off the southern 
end of Victoria Island. 
There were no injuries and 
all 50 personnel aboard the 
icebreaker were later evac- 
uated.  
Ms. Cameron said she 
scrambled into her 
coveralls, after waking Ms. 
Goldsmith, and was making 
her way to the engine room 
when she hdard Harry Jones, 
the oiler on watch, calling for 
the other oilers. 
"He was yelling about, a
hole in the ship's side." 
At the same time, Ms. 
Cameron said in an in- 
terview, the Camsell's deck 
crew was organizing a 
damage-control party. 
She said the watertight 
doors were quickly closed 
and the ship's pumps put into 
action but the water came in 
so fast the engine room was 
flooded in 20 minutes. 
"It was the huge pumps 
dropped from the Hercules 
(Canadian Forces aircraft) 
that saved the day. You 
could see some of the pumps 
short-circuiting and surges 
of electrcity going through 
the water." 
She said the only time she 
was really concerned was 
when two crew members 
became trapped in the 
engine room and had to 
thrash through water, over 
the engines, to make it to the 
ladder near where she stood 
watch. 
"We had an excellent 
crew, everybody was acting 
so quickly and reliably for 
the safety of the ship. 
*'People were tender with 
their feelings. I never had 
my hand shaken so much or 
my hack patted. That was a 
great feeling." 
Ms. Cameron said that 
later that day, the Camsell's 
helicopter transported some 
of the crew to an Distant 
Early Warning line camp on 
the island, and they were 
flown here the next day. 
She said it ,AS her first 
lime in the Arctic, and like 
many other crew members, 
sent hours outside when she 
was off watch during the 
first month watching the 
Camsell crashing through 
the ice fields. 
Seme of !he crew, she said, 
reported the ice conditions 
were (he worst in 15 years: 
The vessel is currently 
making the 8,000-kilometre 
Irip home under tow. 
k t 
t ~ t 
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KALUM TIRE SERVICE LTD. . . . .  
• . + 
. + ~: , ;  
4808 HIGHWAY 16 WEST 636-4902 T!ERRAO; 
John Reneerkens,  company  secretary  and store manager ,  started in the 
t i re  business in  1955. He has been in Ter race  manag ing  Ka lum T i re  for 
nine years .  John is marr ied  and has one son. 
PRE+W.INTER TIRE SPECIALS+. 
ELIMINATE 
 W/I/TER TiRE 
GoodyearTiempo: 
The Al iSeoson . 
Steel Belted Radlld 
, Now you can buy an all season radial tire that gives you 
the smooth quiet ride of a summer :-dlal ~nd handles 
wnter like a snow tire. Over 10,000 biting edges give 
Tlempo traction and pull on snow and ice...wlthou~t s UdSl 
HOW? 
The tread rubber retains flexibility and traction at below 
freezing temperatures . ' _ 
Tiempo meets Rubber Manufacturer's ASSOCiation stan. 
dards as a snow tire yet on dry pavement the unique centre 
"whisper" rib design suppresses noise for a quiet ride. Just 
think, you may never have to go to the expense or trouble 
of changing over to winter tires again. 
FROM 
P185/75R13 
Rel)laces 
BR78-13 
Each 
Installed 
.,,~.zE . t~ .  mm I .mmmE . rex .  ~" ]  
PIS5/75R13 I 8R78.13 I $44+00 I P205175R15 I FR78-15 I $69.00 I 
P195/T5Rt4 I ER78-14 I $64.00 I P215175R15 I GR78-1S I $76.00 I 
P205/75R14 I FR78-14 I S69.00 i P225/'/SR15 I HR78-15 J $80.00 1 
P21,/75R14 I GR78-14 I $76.00 I P23S175R1S I LR?8-1S I ~9'00 I
4 j HR78-14 I $80,00 I I I / 
Tlempo represents real value. Priced below many omer 
steel belted radial tires Tlempo provides all meadvantages 
of radials plus all-season performance. • 
There Is even a specially designed scuff bar •at helps 
keep Tle mpo whitewalls whlteby absorbing punishment 
from curd scrapes. 
Goodyear Tlempo Is a new kind Of tire for all seasons. 
Get a set today. 
  'l'iempo 
That's only a small portion of the 
actual stookX We have lots more. 
Chain (O 'o~in ion  Auto) ,  C lamps:  Muf f le r ,  Hose, Cushions, Car  Warmers ,  
Come-a.L.ongs, Chemica ls  (STP,  Seala l l ,  L(,ctite, Wynns, CRC, L iqu id  
Wrench) ,  Chrome Wheels.  
SURE-GRIP IV NYLON SNOW TIRES 
FROM 
PRICED AS LOW AS 
259c5 
~60-15, 600.15, C78-15 BLACKWALL 
DEPENDABLE WINTER TRACTION 
AT AN ECOMOMICAL PRICE• 
• Four bias-plies of nylon cord for strength 
and safety 
• Deep centre groove, deep shoulder grooves 
and rugged, multi-angle cleats for gripping 
power 
• Goodyear's special tread rubbeP compound 
gives you extra seasons of winter driving 
I 
FREE INSTALLATION' 
I 
, . 
, 1!' 
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Fern's has been in the automotive and heavy dv"~" p~irts business for 18 
: years. He and his family have lust recently returned to Terrace after 
I being away for 2Y2 years. He has I-,~en a resident of Terrace for eight 
, Be l t s  Galore - Automotive - FHP  & INHSTi l I IL  ~,ears previous and invites his many acquaintances to come in and see 
II him and his staff about their parts and tire ne~ds. 
S 
i _ 
PARTS SPECIALS 
': r 20% OFF All Parts This Week 0nly. 
l 
:: ~ ~" 2 1!i I, 
: " 
|J. 
.~ Fern makes up all types of Hydraulic Hoses in minutes,. ~(,  
":: ,: T r-ac  n--Ti-r Light John is giving Truck Fern's some 1 lips on light truck tires k " i , ' Anything from No, 4 Hose up to .No. 32 'Hose for any of your equirements. ' 
~oo~)).~~ . " 
TRA CTION SURE-GRIP  j l  F/9.r~ 
wheels m ~ i  E 670-15, Tube Type 
• Deep lugs for traction where the going is rough 
• More than 500 Z.shaped grooves in tread for safe , 
stops on slippew pavement 
• Nylon cord provides trength for impact bruise 
resistance 
TRACTION HI-MI I .E l l  " 
If' ~r~itwheels itAQgS. -o. LARRY NORDSTROM.. ~ 
III ' " -~ i lV  670.15, Tube Type Hi Performance Specialist " ~ .~" 
• 5 broad riding ribs and deep cut 'stop notches' for I ii • Nylon cord constructionreslstsbruising, minimizes Come in and ask Larq for specials on ' tread cracking 
e Goodyear's special tread compound f°r I°nger ti'e Headers-Mufflers-Filters-Batteries-Chrome W heels-HollepOarburators. • 
life 
/ 
Antennas, Air Freshners, Antifreezb, Additives, Ashtrays - Con~plete line 
of Automotive Accessories. 
Filters: Air, Gas, Luke, Oil (Fram), Funnels, Fuses, Flashlites (Ray.o- 
Vac), Floor Mats, Fire Extinguishers, Fiberglass Repair Kits. 
Lights: Driving, Fog, Commercial, Industrial, Seal Beam (Bosch), 
Lubrication Equipment (Plews, Alemile), Lighters, Lamps: Tail- Stop 
(Dominion Auto), Lift Kits~. 
Batteries (Globelite, Ray.o.Vac), Battery Chargers, Cables, Acid, 
Booster Cables, Ends, Body Fillers, Brake Hoses, Lines, Brakes 
(American Brake Block), Bars Leak, Belt Dressing, Belts (Goodyear, 
BTR). 
Tires (Goodyear, Uniroyal, Toyo, Michelin), Tools (Challenger, 
Hastings, Proto, Karcheck, Kentool), Trailer Hitches," Connectors, Tire 
Tools, Tire Repair Materials (Tip Top, National Rubber). 
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|illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll; Illlllllllllllllllillllllllllll[]llllllllillllll ROOM PLANNING MADE EASY 
U l  lM, lm l l l  O  ll| ll 
[] : l  
m 1 [] 
i THORNHILL REVENUE PROPERTIES 
[] 
[] I PAQUETTE on .98 acre with four large • 
Ill es, two and three bedroom. Was priced at • 
ml 000 and recently reduced to lust $65,000.- : 
Ill- ',ellent location and good occupancy history. 1 
Id pay for itself. Listed exclusive. Try your • 
III r. " [] 
i ~.t • 
•l ~ ' . . . . . . . .  ~3760 MULLER STREET. Soundly constructed [] 
Ill [ .~ i  . ~ ---:~duplex,always occupied. Two bedrooms in each 1 
[]  I ~ [ [ ~ - ~ u n i t ,  some furniture and appliances included. : 
~ On dri lled well . JustS31,500. M.L.S. I 
" ; ~[~'  .,,a~[~n=..=~, 3871 PINE STREET. Central to schools, upper 1 The everlmting charm of traditional furnishing~ can give 
1~ ' _  ~ ~ a n d  lower duplex with two bedrooms each. m 
M . ' . . . .  - ~Appliances included, Aflached carport, Worth m WlGHTMIN MID SMITH REALTY  any ¢oom the IoOkandOfaccenting.tastefui eleganCe,preplanningTO sureis a must.prep" 
(photo by Pennsylvania House) l l l l l ~ l o o k l n g  into. Asking lust $31,500. Listed ex- [] er arrangements 
. clusive • . I~ l l~ l~U~ ,,~-,~ . [] Feature Home el the Week 
ACREAGES , 1 
m " • [] Large home for year round l iving on the shores of I 77ACRES on Dover Road us1 off Kalum Lake Road, also70 acresln same [] 
1 area  Bothhavesub-divisionpotentlal. Inqulreformoredetatls. : LakelseLake.  This home is located on First [] ' [] 
: THREE.OUARTERSacreonSkeenaStreet. Ideal resldential building site. I Avenue with easy access from Terrace or Kd~mat"" v 
[] Presently in natural state. Asking $16,000. • 
ll . 1. Highway 25. This rust!c looking home has 1400 s 
• BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY First rate Singer Sewing Franchise Store and • 
I Fabric business. Excellent return on Investment shown and good growth. [] f t .  
Ill Located in prlmelocatlon, leasedpremlses. Asking justS20,000. PIusstock, mm . .on the ma!n f loor with a. large upper f loor, 
; atcost. CallBob'RIpmeesteraboutthisexcitlngopportunlty. M.L.S. • Llwng room ~s done re'open beam effect and has 
1 • 
1 BRAND NEW RESIOENCE stiil under c0nstructlon. Act now and plck out [] heat i la to r  fireplace; Four bedrooms, master being 
• your final finishing details. Spacious horne features: fireplace, natural gas [] 
• heat and hot water, patio over carport, full basement complete wlth roughed = over 300 sq. ft. Covered verandas both f ront  ahd i I: 
in plumbing for extra balh. Large lot, quiet residential area. Call Into our [] 
IE officeandasktoseetheplans. Lisledexclusiveatjust$48,500. [] back. Boat dock.  Workshop and sauna in  buildinl 
[] • . ~ '  • ~ . [] 
• A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service 1 behind the house.  Affordably priced .at $54,000. 
= Helen Gilberlson [] 
i J r  ~ P ~ . . . f  ~ .~  63s.3~ [] , * OALL WlGHTMAN ~ & SMITH REALTY: ' • k mlrl, m l  - - LAL  L I 1 Stan Parker [] 
1 I • I I l~ l l  111  635-d031 : / t .  ~'4 " " I 1 ' 
• V i i V I  V l  - - . .e l l . .  Harry Smith , [ ]  " '6163"1  FOR F I I ,T I IEm 0ETA.LS .  
m r.lr.llllHUO 635-2026 [] ii[]ui[][]l[][][][]ln-,[]l[][]iiinlniil[],,i[]ll[][]iillnlill 
• ~ J m Duffy [] ,, 
ip,, h',,,,, the s,,,th,,a,~t .~ ' I ' I ' FYF . I )  I , . .%,,  !"""a:h!-h,~',l",ll,':l:';~":l~",~ home to 
[] ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER L IST INGS.  635-2832 [] stah'~ to ~l'au,' V(,lll" I l t 'W Wash:ulddrvaslfli l 'e~" h/i i.) / in  ilte~ll";Ih'(13;~'~Ujl(l(~l 'l'lke:4 For your have II rooms as attractive as this 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllm bakin~ dish: ist','r:ttt't[ I-Ih. ~tripcd ha~s: ' ' . . . . . . .  one, you have to start o f f ,  
.sl~rinkh. ill~ith, alttl otlt ~,ervings...XI~, ,.,ood with on ther ight  foot. 
wilh sah and iwPlwr.."lash. 
I d,q~lWd ,miO., :2 thlsps. 
d ,qqwd parsh,y. 'i lb. 
.,,liuvd mushrooms i~ :'~ tbl- 
Sl~s. lil;ir~;Irillt' mlti] of|loll 
yell.ws• l[It')l add mixhlrt, 
I,) Icnp .~Ol't hread t, rillilhs 
IIIJ%('tl wJih '~ tSpS. I'wsh . r  
ch•it'd nlili|. Scasun It) ladle. 
weakfish, m, dh't ;in(I mack- 
('rt'l. 
Sall(I ;llld salt nl:ly ])t' 
standard de-icers in wi,ltry 
IU'(';IS. t'SlR't'i;ll]y' ll i i VOllr 
driveway, hut Sl)llU'(nl(; h;Is 
t.. I .e .p with still another 
prodm' l -  th(' ~l'amdar 
s .hsta .eu t.lsvd in yuur 
cat's lith.r basl, ul. The sw~- 
To keep you in step 
with new decorating ideas, 
Olin, the people who make 
Omalon carpet foundation- 
a new long-wearing carpet 
underlay--will furnish you 
with a booklet to assist you 
in creating a room that suits 
your family right down to 
the carpet cushion. .,... 
l eMIX AVENUE REKT¥ LTD. I1'11; dG 
4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRAOE, B:C. VHS 1¥6 I1~I1~I1~"" !1 ' .71  
Shdl fish with mixt .re f i .d 
c'h~st' opb*'i~ el 'with he)tit- 
picks .r '  hs .wwi.g.':~Cul 
s(,vvi'al ~,asl..s i . to skin, 
tlwlk' pn,hwt.,  not •1dr',. . When your carpet foun. 
• darien is Omalon, you get 
(h'-k'es. hul xxill:d, litlh' oi'/! consistent all-over carpet 
,i. da I.~(' t .  v..ur drive- Sdpport that helps maintain 
• way ;rod htw~,. .,your carpet's appearance 
will really enjoy and appre- 
ciate. It explains and il- 
lustrates an assortment of 
furnitures styles,  from 
French provincial to mod- 
ern contemporary, and of. 
fers practical tips about 
lighting, colors, fabrics and 
carpets. 
Thebook le t  also has a 
room planning grid, on  
which you can plan your 
room~ appearance the way 
the room shown here is 
pla.nned above• The furni- 
tute "cutouts, drawn to scale 
in the  'most popular fUrni- 
ture styles and sizes, are also 
included and can be placed 
in var ious  arrangements, 
saving time and money. 
I Call at our office and see Well kept family home on A large lot with garden 
our Realscope of this cute Queensway. 1248 sq. ft. .area and established trees 
bungalow located in quiet has 4 bedrooms, ensu[te . is the setting for this 3 
setting on no thru road in plumbing and wall to wall ." 'bedroom 1034 sq. ft. home. 
Uplands area. Large one carpeting. Double garage Fireplace in .living room 
care yard provides good 20'x28'. Asking $38,900. anda second one is located 
garden area.' Call Horst or Christel to -in partially finished full 
Only by viewing this hom~ 
can one appreciate its 
features. Large master 
bedroom, two additional 
bedrooms and an eqqally 
large family room com- 
pliment the fine home. 
Located on 75x200' fenced 
lot and open to offers. Call 
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O e e e e e e e e J  even after years of heavy 
e: : DOUGLAS ' e  
0 . ~  LTD. P 
• e 6324721 1 
6 ! view this interesting basement. Home is listed Kelly or Muriel for your • 
property, at $53,500. Call Kelly. realestate needs. • 
632.4426 
• ~ .~~• * • • • 7el;/s ~ohmm•iv J l l  look" at ye#n.  The modern aluminum storm 
' :~  ~'~'~JF ,~.~ , , " window is des'gned to remain 
: :,~ • OFFIClA£ BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS • /e , ;  ~:'ays Ol ~',(t i ,~ 4 ,  , ' ,  ~'o , r  . ' 
~ ~ in place all year round a wel ' . KITIMAT ~ h. ' l "  #nd' 'i,h,¢tricit.i' i I il L a t  • . . . " 
'~ conic conven ience  to1 the 
m ~ , t~theEnO~ 
Rural setting. 4 year old A spacious, quality built a l  : - -v~ l~ '~, ,  : .  ; . ~  '; 93  Par t " "  .s,.,,,t,,,,; r " rO '~ ' ' '~ ' householder. 
A~'12 Vista V i l lp '~ ,  ~14,500 ho,,,,.,~n,,~,. (vO' Suggi'itiohs. '" The" " older 
.... i , .  ~ ~:~'~ : ' O0 : ' I " ' " ' '" . . . . .  " • t wooden framed storm win It ush ,  Wclft;hcr at* hf fcu:mation " .  • " 
Home on acreage with "AIR, 8 . ,  " " ,  ' . . '  . . .  . - w ': ! : 76 F ~--~,SaO: • e ~  ~o,,;i, s,,;,, 0,,, ,, news ho, nd ~c installed in 
subdivision possibilities. KIA  OE4'  ~ ~ ' • early fall before startmg up 
Has 3bedr0oms, fireplace, A comfortable starter mobile home on Scotton home, set among mature 6" ' :  83 swal l~ . $42,~)00 " ' , . . . . .  :'r " the furnace. If the house Is 
full basement. A second Road. Has two bedrooms trees and shrubs, is 
~lnglq.pancu 'WlnOOWS an(; , " . . . .  " - ' home for the young, plus extra room in ad- ava i lab le  for tbe O'~"'~gowlqrJlots~...,,_ .,~ s~lii~-~....~, fas t . ,0  - " '  : " " : " , ; ' / '  "' * "  ' -a i r -condi t ioned throughout smaller home on same Recently redecorated I h i property rented. 2V4 acres dillon, oil eat. B g discriminating purchaser. tlnlflSUlagc~ OUter 'floors pr - i.o.r r~md ;~h o f  koo~;n~ ;n eoo,d provide 10 bui,din, bedroom house wi,h nO'x.,'treedlo,. Apiece This ,argo famJ,y home • C ' -TV~ta  Vi l lage- $10,500 X .... ' : " '  '`;~ 0 aeRate wmuows can oo a 
electric heat, fireplace 
• • of your own for only features many of the most ~ / 1727 Gyrfah:on (MLSI , ' •  ohl,y w.nter gusts:.As.a re. heat in the winter lots. For more details call Big fenced yard, Locat.ed $18,500. Call Horst or sought after amenities and e~~ '*" . ;  . ' " "  " ;~;.H~ )u |F ,mo~,x,-,~,~. . . . . . .  
Horst or Christel. MLS . Christel to arrange for can be viewed at any time. suft., they, mak("eAsy- cscap'.e . ' . " withm walking distance To 
.... centre of town Why pay v ' reales' ]f0r"lnd~or,,heat ancf , l f  youre not fussy about a i ,/,~.~:i'/~f:. . . . . . .  ~'~,:..,,,:,.~.~,~ ~:. j • iewing. Phone Murlel for an up. 
rent when yeu can own this . . . . . . . .  • ." • 58 Clifford -$58,000 ~O was'le'man.y" heating dollars, ,clear view, plastic sheeting 
I ,~,~, .... :;!~,~e,! property for only $19,500. ~ , " '= '~ '~ l Yo, ca'n re/ncdpthe problem closely tilted 1 to the outdoor 
• ~k[~:e:"% .... ~ : ' :~-  Call Horst or Chrtstel for I~' : ,~l~b '~  t l  • 30 Gander ' -  $30,000 by Jnstalling.'dduhle-glazcd Window frames dan do :t 
' ~ r ~:~ v iewing .  ~'~l ...°g St ik ine  - $40 .000  , • windows or . 'sto/m windows fairly good insulation job, 
l~: ~r~ ....... ;~  YOUR" R EAL ESTATE s i d e ~ l b y  side units. Two '~1 87 Curriecall- $71),0011 . ~ 
~" '~"*:;~ '~'4"*'~ :~ • 31/~ Acres on Lakelse Lake 
Why rent? Invest In a ' Residential fourplex Opportunity ~r~-~i -~- |  ~*  " i~  
small house. One bedroom TALK TO US ABOUT complex on Soucle Avenue. vestment. Duplex with 
bungalow for sale on Olson Live in one unit and derive ~ Why not us today • 
Avenue. Close proximity to NEEDS. revenue from other three, bedroom, fireplace, k i t . ,  for " e l l '  / i PROPERTY 
downtown. Asking $28,000. Centrallocation makes this chin dining area. Good • your apprmsel , 
Call and see it on property an attractive income possibilities. • 
i l  It . Realscope in our office, residence for tenants. Asking $64,500. Call Kelly. • Douglas Channe l  Per fo rms • 
Excellent Ranch or Mixed Farm near Fairview, 
AFTER OFF IOE HOURS . . i LoTWe Offer.Servioes "m. -; ~Jl" s~t , ,  ~ . ,v°~lber ta~~ Oeed g~cl access ro d,cross.fence, 
APPRMSALS-PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 0 ~ Approximately 225 acres broke. Year round creek 
through p ~ r i n g  fed dugout. Part of 
GODLIHSKI - 635-5397 KELLY  SQUIRES 036 1610 • SALES DEVELOPMENT ~I  I g ~~nd;House~s,  corrals, some gOOdTelephonetlmber. HORST in. 
- 635-5691 . DHRIsTEL GDDLINSKI - 636-6397 R s ta l led~nlnggraz ing  lease FRANK SXiDMDnE e etnDi WInE REFERRICSERVICE • a v a i l a b l ~ k i n g  small farm In trade 
MHDIEL NEALE 036-2944 ;.  , MORTGAGES-i--~TALS ~ ~ or property could ~ d .  Som-e terms possible. 
We re Numbez 3, we try harder ~ ~ ~ Fal~w, Alberto. 
, ,11  "'r 7'"°: hooeoeoeooooooood , 
t 
"traffic Inaddit ion,  Omalon . ,.. f . .  • '. • , " . es eor your copy o me • carpet foundatmn mak ,,p~ . • 
' :TW . 'or r : ' e  ' " cents to Omalon Room 
~.~'  . .A  taps¢:, c!umbl ! away . . . ' , '  Planne? Box 486 IVlount 
~f~ ' - -  .. Also aepenoame is. metr " ' ,, Vernon, New York 10552 ~":~ . • Pra¢tieal. Roolm,'Vlanner ' ' ' 
j "  , • De'eorating'Kit.",lt. ineludes It could help you put 
~.~.  " "  a:faniilyi~iife.s't~le analyze~" ,'.'your best fool forward 
' ' .  ' . '~  to  hell~'Y/oU '~reate:the an- ' whenever anyone walks into 
I~" , ' :  ' ~ vlronment hat iyour family' your home. 
~' / ; / '  : ;  ThE"ENERGY, ',:. : ,~and oors. 
r i~!  O WASTE ;WATCHER- st"rm windo~s' SERRY,. • ~, . • . - - v ' 
' , v '  ' r , "  , 
BiiIfl ~ I I 
E 
I I 
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The outside doors of 'many 
moderately priced homes 
have a hollow rather tban in- 
sulated space between the 
plywood sheets on'the frame. 
Unfortunately, this .sort of 
door doesn't provide 'much 
protection from winter cold. 
When the temperature is "be- 
low 20 degrees F ('--7°C) 
you can test the cold rcsi's't- 
ance of your outside doo~ by 
checking to see whether the 
inside of the door feels coole'r 
Storm doors 
than the adjacent walls. If it in. yoo can add to )'our corn- 
feels much coole~:, you ~'ould fort by humidifying the dry 
be wise to consider storm air. Very low humidity dries 
doors. 
Wall-fitting storm doors will 
cut down considerably'on 
heat loss and are easily 
mounted. Take the measure- 
ments of your door frame to 
the hardware or building sup- 
ply store to get the right fit. 
Once your home has been in- 
sulated, weather stripped, 
caulked, and the heat sealed 
out the nasal tissue and skin, 
as  well as the wood furniture 
in your home. To care for 
your health and furnishings 
it's a good idea to invest in a 
furnace-fitted or room humid- 
ifier. 
,4 "r~'ader is/urination ~ervice 
{.otole.~y o/ Energy, Alines a l ld  
R¢'.~'OIII'CL'A, ( ' t l l l l td(L . 
i 
PRUDEN i OURRIE(1-,)LTD. ! 
 RRAOE'S OOMPLnE REAL ESTATE SBylO_E. __ 
How to use two wallcovering patterns with flair is just one of "Color Me Tulip" are shown here, They a~e solid vinyh pre- 
twelve decorating ideas included in the new "Do-it- pasted, scrubbable and peelable.  
Beautiful" collection from Sunworthy. "Tulip Tartan" and - '"  ". 
Walloovering Book Features Deoorating Ideas 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .  • . .2  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . • ,  ' 
Decorating ideas righ{ at walls, but how about he use and the ~ight wallcovering 
your fingertips. This is a of wallcovErings to heip tuck when he or she goes into a how this can be done very 
brand new approach to a pretty vanity into a closet wallcovering store." effectively and with flair. A 
wallcovEring selection, or hide an upstairs laundry? Other ideas in the sample 'tartan' pattern (Tulip 
If you think that All these and more ideas bookshowhow Tartan) is used above a 
wallcovErings simply cover are featured in the new "Do- wallcoverings can also be chair rail and takenover into 
walls, then some of the ideas it-Beautiful" wallcovering used as a unique decorative Ihe ceiling to give a canopy 
featured in the latest book b)ok by Sunworthy. The 12 tool. One way is to pick a effect in a breakfast area. 
fromSunworthywilleomeas ideas are photographed with pattern and create a theme Below the chair rail is a 
quite a surprise. " . detailedinstructions, such as around it: "As an example, a stylized tulip pattern (Color 
Forinstanee, didyouknow h()w to build architectural nautical design (Anchors Me Tulip) which is also 
that' walleoverings can be b, ams, plywood shelves, or AwEigh) . is, used in a repeated in the adjoining 
part of a decorating idea that give a new use to old fur- bathroom with other kitchen. Another small 
adds architectural interest niture. All the ideas, are nautical decorating ac- cl=eck pattern is.introduced 
to a homel such as when used fairly basic and easy to cessories, such as a round ' 
on a ceiling between mock follow for the do-it- mirror ti'immed with rope 
beams? Or by using a yourselfer, representing a, perthole, a 
suitable 'food motif' design "People are always ship'srail for a towel bar and 
can form a. backdrop for a h.~king for interesting and decorative ~running' lights, 
display of gourmetware? A.  practical decorating ideas," . shelis and drawer pulls• 
leafy • tree patterned says Mary Prud'homme, Settinga simple theme such 
wailcovEring that thrust., Interior Design and Color as this is relatively easy and 
upwar~and.eutwards used Consultant for Sunworthy the results both'ihteresting 
in, conjunction with mirrors, Wallcoverings. "And this is and individual. 
carl help,,.to expand space our way uf meeting this nek- Many people are nervous 
visuall~; in a narrow room. d. For' i.he consumer can of using more than one 
That's ,just, on, the basic literally find,~th the idea pattern together in a room, 
• . . . .  
~s s~.~ ~ ~ s~.. ,~s  s~ ~..s ~ .~ ~ l ~  i~.~ ~ ~ ' ~ . ~ 1 ~ ' ~ ' ~  ~ ~ . 
' INGENUITY IN DECORATING YOUR HOME I 
i , ' II~EAS TO HELP YOU GET BET,'[ER RESULTS AND SAVE 
" . . Thrifty Ways To Have More Beauty, Less Work 
A'bathroom is a marvel- 
ous place to indulge your 
wildest d,ecorating fantasies. 
Color schemes anti decor- 
sting themes,too, exotic for 
the rest  of 1.he house are 
perfectly valid in a hath- 
room or powder  room• 
By us ingvour  ingenuity, 
you ean make your bath- 
room seem larger than it 
really is.  ke~p it easy to 
care for and receive.a shower 
or compliment, s for your 
decorating skills, without 
having to spend m~y like 
• it was water. , • 
When; it comes'to making 
a room look larger~';what 
you make of tbe walls can 
, make.a big differencev.One 
bright idea is to keeP them 
l ight  and shiny. Try. a pair 
df patterns uch as textu~d 
silver matched to a.a'oO'nd 
of circles and silvery.aft pes. 
• You can even cov~r the 
cabinets with it and .do tbe 
same for a small step btooL 
~'ou can use• for holding. 
' towels an~d slippers, .." " 
Clearly, see-through lucite ,pattern on a light back- 
' '  and shiny diver accessories ground ~ill also help make 
can add to the spacious the most of a small room. 
feeling, as does the black, "'You can get a big boost 
'" dhte.llke slab of a counter, for your spacious feelings 
"top. The shower curtain of from accessories that blend 
silver fabric and the round in well. In the light of this 
• 'lighted mirror reflect the silvery room style, stainless 
'wail designs while helping steel, shelves and a lot of 
tp extend the space, p~wter pieces can' make the 
~/.' A Small 'picture in a si l -  all-over attractiveness ink 
very  f rame br ings  the  wa l l s  
i~) .o  focus. Decorating ex- 
~p~t~ at Formica, tbe de- 
• signers of, the counter top, 
a~d the washable coated wall 
, fabrics, as well as about 900 
'other wall patterns, say that 
hori~.o'ntal stripes or a large 
. ( 
in, and .'a plush white area masking, plast.er, lng and uni- 
rug Would round it all off. 
. If more formal is more ~ fylng irregu|aE~eatures. ! 
for yod~ .don't throw in the I0. fact: the powder oom 
towel. Many of the elegantly' ia one plac~ #.~ Can" prn- 
flocked ~all paper patterns duce som~,pretty praetlgal 
are washable as well,and the glamour; •without having t .  
little .extra touches are~ ~m. ,pour money dow.n the dram. 
important part of the effect. 
Towels. with lace borders, 
an antique lavabo, some of 
the fragrant old-fashioned 
soaps weald make excellent 
extras  ~ j thout  taking up 
much space. ,, . 
@.o/  
Since •many bathrooms 
are prob lem areas arehiLee- 
tura l ly ,  whet~'b up against 
the wal l~ e~n do wonders 
so there's 'an illustration of in a tablecloth. All are coh)r 
co-rdinated and complement 
one another because they are 
carefully selected in terms of 
scale and design. 
If you are looking for in- 
teresting decorating ideas, 
the "D,-it-Beautifui" b,~k 
may be the answer, not only 
to the idea, but to the use of 
materials and, of course, the 
most suitable wallcoverings 
to carry it through. 
3 bedroom fami ly  home in 
excel lenf neighborhood.  
L iv ing room with f i replace.  
Large fenced lot. At tached 
carport .  Paved - dead end 
Cent ra l ly  Inca~.d  '.'~ 
bedr.! :,~ st,~ :., , a fgv~ 
st':,"~]'? room ~.~uld h,:. 
fl',, ~ . . , .On  concrete r ing 
wal l .  Needs  in ter io r  
street. An economical  re f in i sh ing  ' but  an 
home wi th  ask ing  pr ice of  economii:al way  to start a t  
$,t0,000• Phone to vieW. only $~4,000. 
I 
Residential  bui ld ing lot on paved streel wi th  sewer and 
water  hook-up avai lable.  Cleared, grave l led  and ready 
for construct ion• Yours for  $10,000• . 
I 
~ .,. .{ " 'a,~ i~ 
~-1C , ' " ' "  
3 bedroom home on con- 
crete r ing wal l .  Lar~je 
a t tached carpor t  . and  
storage area. Cedar shake 
roof. Large rura l  lot on 
dead end street.  In need of 
minor  inter ior  repairs.  
Asking $27,000. M.L .S .  
II 
JB  
~:~'i: g~ ~ :" " 
~ell kept mobi le  home 
with addit ion.  "'Lot fu l l  
fenced and very  n icely  
landscaped. Storage tool 
shed. 3 bedrooms,  l iv ing 
room, k i tchen with d in ing 
area. Ask ing  pr ice .of 
$19,000, 
Very large bui ld ing lot on Birch Avenue.  Concrete 
storage bui ld ing,  could be used for  garage.  R ight '  
construct ion could prov ide  excel lent view. Asking 
$23,000. .  . . . .  
I 
and there is a storage shoo In me ~ rouna a,ey. =o v=ew pnone 
rear. To view phone Bert Llungh. Rusly Llungh., Price IN4,500.00• 
'~OUR OWN uI"rLE PAD" 
InStead Of paying rent have a look et 
Completely renovated arg this 1 bedroom, older places with BE SNUG AND COMFORTABLE | 
home is corpoted th~Jghout, has S carpeting, natural gas heat and a N,odc.,m 12 x 68 trailer set uponaiot l  
bedrooms, 2'10athrooms, laundry frontporeh. Letls50x122'andnicely m Kirby Street in Thor'nhill ~ ich |  . 
area, pat io doors to a large sundack, located on a paved street. To view has 3 bedrooms, laundry area, gead| 
extra large living ~ t~ln.seal phoneR~ty LJungl~ sized corpeled living room, mud| 
windows, elactrl¢'heat and ~ ~, ,;" T~ , room and slorage, ioey shack with 1| 
, s~ending fir~tace, storage shed at|  
,~ ,i, . the rear of the lot and the Io1' is I 
ATTRACTIVE HOME, AT- 
TRACTIVE LOCATION 
On the bench in an excellent sub. 
CENTI~U. TOSCH(X)t.S ' division this home features 3 
Attractive home with open beamed bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, IV2 baths, 
ceiling, aplxox. 1300 m• ft. of livtng' patio dears to rear sundeck, Ioright 
area, I & ~ baths, carpeting, 3 kitchen with eating area, gas heat 
bedrooms, patio doors 1o rear sun• and hot water, cal~ing, garage, 
deck, 2 fireplaces and a full ~ the I ~  partially oom. 
basement finished with two pleted to ~ room, storage and SPACIOUS HOUSE WITH 
bedroorns, 3pce. bath, TVroomond laundry area. For viewing phone REVENUE 
large rumpus. Property is land. Rusly LJungil. M.LS. Located in a quiet area on the bonch 
scaped, there is a carport, feflced rnis home has 3 bedrooms, car. 
rearyardandanoatsideentranceto peting, fireplace, large family 
the basen~. Contact our salesman kitchen ~d a full basement with a 2 
to view. bedroom suite with a separate an. 
~ ,~t '  & '  . - ' ~ ~  trance and fireplace, plus slorage 
erea for the main floor. Property is 
"~:'~*~'~/= "; "": ~ partially landscaped and there is an 
~ ~  attached Corport. TO view phone 
PRESTIGE HOt~IE Ruslv Liungh. I 
maculate 3 bedroom home yours. 
Wall to wall carpeting throughout. 
Lovely home. Excellent location. 4 Lovely lYlck fireplace in the large 
bedrooms, Iorge kitchen with letsof ~''" living ream, Ensuite plumbing off 
cabinets and counter nook, finished ~° themasterbadroornandmany more 
basement with 4th bedroom. Red, extraS. The ground flier is com. 
room w.v~t bar, furl bathroom and~ ,"pletely finished with a fourth 
children's play room. Carport plus, • 'bedroom. Family room with 
doublegoracjew.access from lane. • fireplaceandfinishedlaundwroom. REVEN'UE HOUSE IN HeR- J 
/VLS listing. Call Bob'Sheridan. l~e yard is fenced and fully land. SESHOE AREA ' I 
, . i~   scaped, Drive by 5027 Nk:Rae Two fully setf.contalned suites in l  
,~ ,  ' ~, Crescontandlhancall Bob Sheridan this d~[~x c~drally located and I 
~ . ; ~ , t ~  for cerndete details. • presently retried Total Income is, 
$465.00 (gr(T--.s) monthly. 'Home is| 
. . . .  ~, :.' located on a'TO x 147 ft. lot on a paved | 
r . street. To view phone Bet Ljungh. J • 
QUIET AREA 
L~'atPd on dead end of Davis St. in 
an excellent ores of quality homes. 
This home has much to Offer in. 
eluding 3 bedrooms, large living and 
dining room, tireplace, and o~. 
v,~ntmtkitchen.ThefuHbasen~is CENTRALLY LOCATED in the 
..sl~d with 3 bedrooms, laundry Horseshoe at~ea this three bedroom 
room and 2 piece bath• 11te frld~e, home has many excellent features 
washer and dryer stay. Large lot andlspricedtosell. The bedrooms, 
and paved driveway. Prlcedtosetl. livlng and dtnlng room all with wall location1 in the high school area. J 
to wall corlx, t. Living room feat urea Very irnpressive fireplace with wood J 
a cozy fireplace. Considerable box, attractive modern kitchen, I
flnishinghasbeonstatledinthefull ensuite plumbing off masterl 
basement. The exterior is at. bedroom, natural gas heating and| 
tractively finished in cedar siding, insulated to C.NHC requirements. J 
Even the basement. Drive by ,~0 l  Give us a cell for curt'relate details Pork and give US a call. J 
N~oointmenl to view. 
NEAR NEW'. ldgO !11. ft. 
Located on the bend'~ and wilh mony 
special features. This house has 3 . 
,fireplaces, a bay window, family 
room off the dining area, ensuite 
plumbing, carpeting end ~vlnyl 
floors: patio door to future rear 2 ACRES AND YEAR-ROUND 
stndackanda full basement. "there SlltF...~. ~Mrlner medlar home 
is a double garage attached. The ¢11 full concrete basement, Ii1 very 2 BRAND NEW HON~ES I 
propertyislS0'xt,H'a~dlshondyto gocd condition. 3 bedrooms, plus cornerof~ar&B~aun, t0~0sq, fl., I 
Uplands Schpol' and the store, fourth bedroom in basement. Stove, full bsrnts., fireplaces, wlthJ 
Contact Bob Sheridan. frldge, ~er ,  dryer, deep freeze 
included. Located Kleonze Drive. heatelator, corporls, natural gas| 
heat, nicely carpeted, attractive| 
/~Jdng 139,500. kitchens, large NHA mertgagasl I 
" aSSUmable. I~icod at $51,0(]0.00 
RURAL M:REAGIE 
have availaMe eleven choice ' 
parcots rangtng In size from 7 tb 17 
JUST LISTED ., ,..~ ao-es each. All parcbls are lightly 
N1odem 3 be¢~ home located on ~eded ~ some have • picture 
McRae Crescent, N~y excellent view locking v~st over the Kalum 
features Including ~11 to, v~ll Valley. Located lust norlh of the 
carpeting throughout, tWd finished , municipal boundry on Centennial 
fireplaces, f ln l s~ family room in Drive. Flnmclng is available to This homo features all the extras 
the full basement. Nlcely land. quallfledlx,vchasar•Attyofours'fles and has lust been completely 
soaped corner lot. Give Bob staff ~Ruld be pleased to show you redeoorated, re c~t~l  and new 
Sherldmaeallfor¢omldetede~alls. over ~ acreages, vinyl flooring of top quality 
materials and tcoks fantastic. 1he 
1200 sq. ft. com~ises an excellent 
VlEW LOT floor plan with the living areo~ 
We~lvlew Drive -- Gilly one se1~retedfromthetx'~room&eaby 
av~ll~le. AskJng S~0,000. Open to an L..g~lX~l hallway. Large living 
room with fireplace, spaci(~Js dining 
offenl -- ~ listing, room with patio doors to large 
sundeck. 3 nicely cerdeted 
2 BRAND NIEW HOMES bedrooms on main fl., large master 
Cortt~ of ~ & Braun. 1040 ~ll fl.~ 2 SERV~(~ED Lolrs bdrm. with eesulte. The furl bsmt. 
full bands., flrenlaces, with "n~l l l  Reed ~ golf course-- has 2 great bdrms & large family 
heateletor; czrpods, nalural gas Sel~lc t~nk--Power po le -  water rm. He~ing and hot v, eter just 
he~, nicely carp~ed, Mh'aotlve o~leoflon -- Garden & tB~ns --  converted to natural gas, braid new 
kitchens. Large NHA m0rtg~Bel J0ay!lNiCk. Just move v(~r trailer units. Everylhing neat as a pin, Sen 
assumable. Prlced at 1~1,(~). m,~ ~ Scoff Ave. withBob Sbeddll. 
I 
JOHN CURRJE  - 635.Si15 BERT L JUNGH - 635-5754 
EVENING BOB SHERIDAN - I ]$.2164 RUSTY L JUNGH - 635.S7S4 
PHONES , . .DWAIN McCOLL  . 635-2976 
• I 
/ 
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CLASSIFIED RATES SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
LOCAL ONLY:  Effective 
October  I ,  1977 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS:  
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates ava i lab le  upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents par agate line. 
Minimum charge 55.00 per 
insertion. 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The Herald reserves the 
right to  classify ads under 
appropriate headings and fo 
set rates therefore and fo 
determine page Iocatlon. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retaln any answers 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and directed fo the Herald Box 
T R A N S I E N T A D . .  Reply Service, and to repay 
VERTISlNG: the customer the sum paid 
$3.~0 per column Inch, 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only.. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publlcatloo day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day pr ior  to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASS IF IED CASH 
WITH ORDER ~ber  than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.00 on al l  
H.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP -  
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
15.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, wlfh or  
without plcture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
14, BUSINESS 
PERSONAL : 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births S.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deofhs 5.50 
Funerals S.S0 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Momorlal Notices S.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
! 'COMJNG EVENTS 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold"  
Instructions 'not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advert isement  wi l l  be 
destroyed unless ma i l ing  
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
,Numbers are requested not 
to send or ig inals  of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advert isements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vert iser  requesting space 
that the Ilabillty of the 
Herald in the event ot failure 
to.publish ~n advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
"appearing in the ad- 
vert isement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
por t ion  of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising, 
Advert isements must 
comply with the Brit ish 
Columbla Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates. 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his a~e is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
Terrace Art  Association 
Monthly Picture Loan OC. 
tober 4, 1978 has 30 new 
pictures for selection. 
Pictures out on loan should 
be returned to the Terrace 
Library Arts Room by 7:30 
p.m. Everyone welcome. 
(fin) 
INCHESAWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Lioe for 
Women 
638-8388 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is sponsoring an exhibit.of oll 
paint ings by Vancouver 
artist Don Portelance. The 
,exhibit is on display in the 
Terrace Public Library Arts 
Room Sept. 13.29. Gallery Is 
open during l ibrary hours. 
The Skeena Val ley 
Snowmobile Association wil l  
be holding their first meeting 
of theseason October 4 in the 
Greenroom of the Terrace 
Hotel at 0 p.m. All members 
and intereslad persons are 
asked to f ry and come. (c5-4) 
The O.O.R.P. is having a 
Rummage Sale at the Elk,  
Hall, 3312 Sparks St, on 
Saturday, October 14 from l0 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
| 
Learn to Fly.  Join A i r  
Cadets, Terrace Squadron is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enloy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rif le range, outdoor ac- 
tivities and are between 13-18 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
Bev Tasa at 635.7598 
Senior Citizens Week 
Sept. 24.30, 1978 
PROGRAM 
Sept. 26, 27, 28 • Display Art 
Room Library. 10 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m. 
Sept. 29, 30 -  Tag Days. 
Friday. 10 a.m. • 4:30 p.m., 6 
p.m. - 8 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m. - 
4:30 p.m. 
Sept. 38.  Pancake Break- 
fast,/V~r. Mike's. Workers - 7 
a.m. • 11 a.m. Breakfast 
served - 8 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. 
Twin Ceramics wi l l  start 
classes on Oct. 3, 1970. 
Beginners: Tuesdays 
Open Classes: Wednesdays 
& Thursdays. 
Time: 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Registration days are from 
Sept. 21 - 30. Time: 1 p.m. fo 
10 p.m. 
Space Is very limited so 
register early. 
Fees: Beginners • $20 for 10 
weeks plus supplies. 
Open class: 75 cents a night. 
Your Instructor wil l  be 
Alyce Grelson. 
For more Information 
Phone 635-/385 
2116A Pear St. 
(p5.2~) 
Skeena Val ley Rebekah 
Lodge Fall Bazaar 
Saturday, November 4 
in Elks Hall. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skoena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services: 
. Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day care for working 
people 
- Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 0.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenaview Lodge. 
635-2265. 
Do You Feel You Have 
ADrinking Problem? There 
is help 
Available !
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.:  8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial  Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
A Heather-Tartan Society is 
being formed with the in- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contacl Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Coil for help from Right.to• 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
Weight Watchers meeting 
h~'ld every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Kr~ox United Chu'rch 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Legion Ladles Aux. Annual 
Snowflake Bazaar Saturday, 
October 28. 2 - 4 p.m. Arena 
Banquet  Room . 
Dance to follow. Time: 9 . 1 
a.m. Music - Ron Swan. 
Midnight munchies. Price 
$15 per couple. (1.8) 
The regular month ly  
meeting of the Terrace 
Progressive Conservative 
Women's Club will be held 
Tuesday, Oct. 3, 1978 at 1 
p.m. in the coffee room of the 
Terrace Litt le Theatre 
Building, 3625 Kalum St. 
Topic for discussion at this 
meeting wil l  be "Market ing 
Boards". Mr. Stan Klnkead 
is the guest, speaker. 
Come learn with us how 
these boards work and how 
they affect us, the consumer. 
All interested people are 
invited to attend. For more 
Informaflon, please call 635. 
6Y64. (nc-tfn) 
Micbele Lynn 
JEWELLRY 
October 4, 1978 
is having a Jewellry I-ashion 
Show. 
Come and bring a friend 
and enjoy seeing the newest 
in FASHION JEWELLRY 
with an  opportunity  of  
perhaps finding a gorgeous 
piece of jewellry to su t your 
taste or for that special gift 
you want to give. 
Fund raising clubs who 
wish to raise money please 
phone Mlche l le  - Lynn 
representatives Dianne at 
638-1349 or Adrienne at 635. 
7843 or Janls at 635.2660. 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery 
or orders (mall strike or 
not). Items may be ordered 
with a deposit or COD af no 
extra charge. 
During the evening many 
exciting pieces of Jewellry 
will be given away FREE. 
See you af 7:30 p.m. at the 
Lakelse Hotel Banquet 
Room. 
Special fun feature will be 
a Chinese Auction wi th  
proceeds to. the Child 
Development Centre. 
No admission Refreshments 
(p7.4) 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The fol'k)wing are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Sf,~ft: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. , 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhl l l  
• Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Fr iday of every  
month from 1:30. 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysitters who br ing 
children must have parents 
wr i t ten  consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3.4:10 p.m. by appointment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
Ihroughout the year at In- 
terva ls  for expectant 
parenls. Phone the Health 
Unit for detai ls  and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. 
Held on third Monday of 
every  month. Develop. 
menta l ,  vision, hearing 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every  Monday at. 
ternoon at i . 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC ' ~ ; 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazel le. Tel. 635-9196. 
Assessmenl and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehab i l i ta t ion  done by 
consullanl. 
Order of the Royal• Purple 
will hold a Novelty Sale and 
Tea on Saturday, November 
18 from 1.4 p.m. at Ihe Elks 
Hall. (nc tfn) 
The Cathol ic Women's 
HELMETS NEEDED FOR 
SKATING PROGRAM 
Arena and school personnel 
are co.ordlnating efforts to  
acquire sufficlenl numbers 
of hockey helmets to ensure 
that safety standards are 
met and that children will 
not be denied the opportunity 
to par t ic ipate  in the. 
program. To' meet health 
requirements, helmets will 
be worn over the children's 
headgear. 
If you have extra helmets 
'which are unusable by last 
years hockey players• 
because of changes In 
regulal lons we would 
welcome all donations. The 
helmels may be dropped off 
at the Arena or at the School 
District Resource Centre, 
3205 Kenney St. 
Thank you for your help. 
School Dis lr ic l  No. 88 
(Terrace) (nc 28,29,2,3,4) 
POSITION 
AVAILABLE 
MORGUE TECHNICIAN-  
STOREKEEPER 
Hours of Work: 37V~ hours 
per week 
Salary: Starting $6.62 per 
hour 
Benefits: As per H.E.U.* 
Collective Agreement 
Appl icat ions:  Apply  in 
writ ing before September 29, 
1978, lo: 
Mil ls Memorial Hospital 
Personnel Department 
4720 Haugland Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2Y6 (c6- 
20,21,22,27,28,29) 
Needed: Avon represen. 
tatives in the fo l lowing 
areas: 
Sunny Hill Trai ler Park, 
Woodland Heights, Skeena 
School. Phone 635.2517. (ctf) 
Help Wanted: People power 
earn extra cash. S100-225 per 
week. Car needed. Call 635. 
6118. Work and earn. (c4.29) 
j l l l l l l l l l l l l l i i  
• The HOBBY HUT 1 
EAIso offers Workshop on 1 
Irhursdays. Open from 1"  ~B 
to 9:30 p.m. Come In~. 
_~an~'bring a friend. • 
(T.W.Th.F) 635-9393 • 
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l E  
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals, and batteries. 
Location • Seal Cove 
Open fil l 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479anytime 
(A J12) 
GOLDEN RULE 
, COUNSELLOR 2 
Kitimat, B.C. 
The Terrace & District 
Community Services Society 
requires a Co~insellor 2 for 
the KItimat branch of the 
North West Alcohol and 
Drug Counselling Services 
program. Candidate must be 
able to work with a 
min imum of supervis ion 
with both alcohol and drug 
dependent persons. The 
Counsellor wil l  be required 
to perform cl ient 
assessments, participate in 
case conferences, complete 
client 'case documentation 
and statistics and maintain a 
high degree of community 
liaison. 
MINIMUM 
QUALIFICATIONS: BSW; 
OR RSW; OR University 
Odd jobs for the jobless. Degree preferrably In the 
Phone 635-4535 3238 Kalum Social Sciences, plus two 
• . . . .  . . . . .  " : . years  relafe~f experience; 
DUFFS BICYCLE SF~OP (~R comp etlon of secondary 
Recondit ioned bikes and school or equivalent plus 
repairs. Reasonable rates, eight years re lated ex. 
1931 Queensway Dr. perience. 
THE HOBBY HUT ' 
Ceramic supplles and 
Greenware,  a i r  brushing 
available • custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 (ctf) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
SALARY:$1,3O0 per month. 
APPLY TO: The Chairman, 
Alcohol and Drug Com- 
mittee, Terrace Community 
Services, 5-4554 Lazel le 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VaG 
152. Further information can 
be obtained by phoning 638- 
8488. Closing date October 7, 
1978. (c25,28,29,2,5,6) 
School bus drivers wanted 
with Class 2 licenses for 
Terrace area. Apply in 
person at 4904 Highway 16 
West. (c5-2) 
l l l l l / l l l l l l l l l  Will babysi~ in my own home 
League wil l  be holding ~heir : " The HOBBY HUT • a, Copperside Estates, 5 
Bazaar on November 4 at •Register  now for weekday:  days a week. 638.1684. (pl0. 
Verilas Hall. The previous lq  f lern°°n and eveninglB 2oc~.) . 
date of October 28 has been Blclasses. • 
• cancelled no~ ~o interfere • 635-9393 , • Job wanted by responsible 
with anolher Bazaar. •(T,W.Th.F) • family man. Must be in 
Everyone will be welcome at l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l E~ Terrace, must pay more 
2 p.m. ~o 4 p.m. Contractor to log 10.15,000 than U.I.C. Phone Blake at 
Terrace Rugby Club Is 
holding a Garage Sale, 
Saturday, Seplember 30 
from 10.~ p.m. al 2707 Hall 
Street. Coffee served, 
everyone welcome. (p3.29) 
Garage Sale. 4542 Park 
Avenue, Saturday, Sept. 30 
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Proceeds Io Child Minding 
Centre• Household Items & 
toys. (nc3-29) 
October 3rd, Tuesday at 2 
p.m. Clarence Michel School 
Audi tor ium the Vernon 
Senior Citizens Choir wil l  be 
pul l ing on a concert. 
Everyone welcome. No 
charge - silver collection. 
Sponsored by Ihe B.C. 
O.A.P.O., Branch 73. (nc3.2) 
Newcomers visited the 
week of Sept. 25-29: 
I. Mr. & Mrs. M. Deforest, 
53.4631 Scoll, Keystone Apts. 
2. Mr. & MrS. B. Ackland, 9. 
4631 Scotl, Keystone Apts.. 
SKEENA ZONE 3. Mrs. K. Morris, ,13-4631 
THEATRE B.C. Scotl, Keystone Apts. 
A meeting of the Skeena 4. Mr. & Mrs. R. Chang, 4. 
Zone of Theatre B.C.. 2611 Pear• 
B.C.D.A. wil l  take place in 5. Mr. K. Geddes, Lot 14C, 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, Woodland Park. 
Terrace,on Sat., Sept. 30 at 3 6. Mr. & Mrs. D. Cheeseman, 
p.m. Jay Norton, the 3949 Crescentvlew. 
president of the provincial 7. Mr. & Mrs. G. Krlck, 
association will address the General Delivery. 
meeting. 8. Mr. & Mrs. C. Humphrey, 
Elaine Fleischmann . Zone 104 ScoH. 
Chairwoman,  Phone 638• 9. Mr. & Mrs. Chisholm, 3686 
8206. Duhan AvP. fRo 1) 
cunlts cedar, balsam, spruce. 638.1377. (c3.29) 
in Longworth pSYU east of 
Prince George. Phone 604. 
724.9S91. ITS-21 ,, 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS " 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAINTING 
Phone after 6: 
635-4094 
Lost around Canadian 
National Railways. Penfax 
ME. Reward of $50 offered• 
Contact Box 1186, Herald 
with information. (p5.29) 
For Sale: Builder's transit 
(as new) - $150. Gemtop . 
canopy . $40. Men's Skates, 
9~ $10. 2 Ton hydraulic 
jack $60. 3 garder~ gates : 
$10 each. Girl's 20" blcycln - 
$25. Ladies 26" 3 spd. • $40. 8 
~rack stereo c.w speakers. 
Phone 635-3745. (pl-29) 
Good quality hay for sale. 
$2.00 per bale. R. Perry, 849- 
5404, Kltwanga, B.C. (pS-S) 
Closing Out Sale. Everything 
must go. Tuesday. thru 
Saturday, Sept 26.30. 9 a.m. 
• 12 p.m. Skeena Pawn Shop, 
3211 Kalum. (~5-30) 
Northwest College needs training aids in its 
mechanical shops. The college would ap- 
preciate donations of small 4 and 2 cycle 
gasoline engines such as those in lawn 
mowers, snowmobiles, and outboard 
marine engines. These engines do not need 
to be in running order. For further in- 
formation or pickup, please phone the 
Marine Engine Shop at 635.6511, local 245. 
I 
.: .~ 
t 
Wanted to Buy: OId-.toy:'~t 
trains In wide gauge. Lionel," 
Hornby, etc. If you want to  .il 
sell them, give me maker's', ii , 
name and any names or 
numbers on the cars and" : '  
engines. If you write me ::i 
please give me your asking~"~ 
price and your phone .~ 
number. I pay the postage*.ii~:~ 
for anything I buy. Dr. J.A .... 
Folkins, 925 West Georgia," ii 
VancouverV6C 1R5 (c22,29, !~ 
3,13) 
For Sale: Alrco oll furnace 
and underground tank. Call 
635.2767 after 4:30 p.m. (c5- 
29) 
For Sale: 1970 Dodge ~/4 ton 
4x4..270 rifle with scope. 
Complete R.C.B.S. Jr. 
reloader with dies for .270, 
30-30and 7 m'm Mauser. CoIl 
635.2516. One Moto.Ski Cadet 
$300. One Skl.doo'JElan. $350. 
(c3-29) 
For Sale: va l ley • Comfort J Spot CASH for used fur. 
Heater. Combination hec;er inlture, household Items, 
f lrep!ace. Laur)dry tub Iguns etc. 
pump, Construction "power i Queensway Trading 
pole. Suzuki guitar. Pl'opan~ 
refrigerator, pr.ul~ant~ range. I 3215 Kalum St. 
I 638-1613 
8x .41) trai ler • offers. Phone Ictf m & f • .~ 
6355704. (p3-29) . ' " 
Wanted to Buy: Used ski .; 
'GARAGE SALE equipment. Boot size 11 or 12. 
Reel.Inn Motel; Hwy. 16W. In good condition. Suitable •'" 
Saturday, Sept. 30. (p20,29) for beginner. 635.2419. ( s t f )  '~ 
' i  " 
Barnlna sewing cabinet. 1976 
Arctic Cat Jag. $2,000. 400 
miles• Yamaha electr ic 
organ, double keyboard. 
Household furn i ture  and 
plants• Phone 635.7572. (pS. 
29) 
One 21" Quasar color 
motorola. 3 yrs. old. Asking 
$325. Phone 635.7092. (p5-29) 
Reconditioned Electrolux 
vacuum cleaners and 
shampooer in good con. 
dition. Phone 635.6672. (p3- 
29) 
For Sale: double wide ski- 
doo trailer. Excellent con- 
dition. Phone 635.4282. (c5-3) 
Garage Sale. Saturday, Sept. 
30. From 9 a.m. fill 2 p.m. 
4606 Straume Avenue. (p3. 
29) 
For Sale: one studio knitting 
machine. Lessons available.• 
Phone 635.3810 after .5 p.m,,  
(c3-29) . ., 
For Sale: one 250 gallon 
galvanized storage tank. 
Never used. Suitable for 
wafer. 635.4285. (p3-29) 
GARAGE SALE 
Saturday,  Sept. 30. 5019 
Keith Ave. from 10 a.m. - 2 
p.m. (p2.29) 
2 male St. Bernard pups for 
sale. 4 months old. Phone 
635.5710. P (P5.5) 
18 ft. riverboat and t ra i le r  ~: 
with 50 HP Merc motor. =~ 
Asking $1200. 635-4285. (p3...,~,.~= 
29) ~;i  
20 ft. Dolphin let aluminum ~, ;  
river boat. Motor and trai ler : : "  
are included. Phone 635.6636. :~/: 
(c3.29) 
• " ' ' W 
For Sale: 40 ft. dlsplacemenf '.-.t 
boat still in building stage. ~., 
Hull ready for flberglasslng, 
diesel motor, shaft, prop, " ;  
bearings, cooling system.' '" 
Can be finished where if is. 
$9,000. 635-6700. (pS) . . . . .  
20 HP Merc outboard. 14' ...~ 
Mirro craft boc~t and t ra i le r . .  :,~; 
14' Zodiac. 25 HP outboard ,~ 
jet. 2 4-wheel drives. Hunter .: : 
specials. 624.6006. (c l .29) . ,  
: :? 
- l l J~  
• 1970 DBC An'gle dozer.Serlal l  • ~,,; 
number 9951405'. Direct ' 
drive. Contact D, Allen. 635- ~" 
9151, Room 349 after 8 p.m.i ..•, 
(p26,27,28,29) , .; -. 
• , . J  
Backhoe. 1974 John Deere. ' 
410. Heated cab. Very goad .~" ~ 
condition. Low hours. Phone :/:'~ 
8452340 (p 5) 
For Rent: partly iurnlshed 
bache lor  apar tment•  
Available Immediately. 635- 
9258. (stf) 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs 
and Housing 
Clearing and 
Remedial Eadhworks 
,~ ,  
Rays Vale Mobile Home 
Strata Subdivision 
Prince Rupert, BaG. 
Tender Gall 
Sealed fenders marked "Hays Vale Tender'; will be i 
received up to 2:00 P.M. local time, October 6, 1970, 
and those available will be opened in public at: 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing 
Coastal Region ~ q' L 
NO. 404, 3900 Quadra Street ' 
Victoria, B.C. VSX 4A3 ~ : 
Work Involves the clearing of frees, blasting, ripping, " ''• 
scaling to Improve the safety and increase lot sizes In 
accordance with specifications. " ": 
Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, . '" 
conditions of tender can be obtained from the Ministry 
of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Regional office, No. 
404, 3960 Quadra Street, Victoria, B.C., (telephone 479. . 
8288), for a fee of $10, between the hours of 8:30 a.m• 
and 4:00 p.m., Monday to Friday, except holidays. . .  
Cheques or money orders shall be made pay,~ble to the 
Minister of Finance. No such purchases are r.efun- 
dable. " ' '  
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily beat -  1~:;;; 
cepted. ' 
The Honourable Hugh A. Curtis, Minister 
British Columbia Mlnlsfry of Municipal Affairs and 
Housing 
Province of 
( ~  Bdtish Columbia 
Ministry of Municipal Affairs 
and Housing 
"~ ' "  ' " " ' .... "Choice property for sale, F0r Sale: 1973 Ford v~ton 
'II"HILLSIDELODGE I Four I'ental units plus 2 P.U. 360 with Canopy. P.S., 
4450UttiaAvanue | bdrm. house & workshop.' P.B., auto, air conditioning. 
" i Lots of lawn and 2 garden 15,000 miles on new motor. 
MRplng rooms, ' l  areas. 1 acre, corner lot in Good condition. Phone 635. 
~l~lkeepIng units can. ! Thornhlll. Call 635.3698 after 4282. (c5-3) 
trally located. FulIHI 6 p.m. or contact Bob Clark 
furnished. Reas~nabl~l at Irly Bird. (p10-11) 1974 Che;v 4x4. Auto, P.S., 
rstasby day or week. Non-i ~ P.B., dual tanks, tapedeck. 
drinkers only. Ph~no 63~.| ~ ~ Canopy, winch. Good con. 
MI1. (¢tf) ~ : /dltlon.$4300. 635-2698. (p3-29) 
- - -  [ I I  
I 
. . . .  B L - -  FOR SALE' OR TRADE 1974 Ford V~ ton P.U. Radial 
KEYSTONECOUR'I~.~ i~ "4 lots 80'x200' each~ Central fires, electronic Ignition, ~ • APARTMENTS ~ '~ - .  . . .  i.area of Thorfihlll..Will ac- ou,^ ~,~ • ~ t ,~. ,,,,,,. Phone 635-9580, 
~fflce No. 3 - 4603 Scoff. cold' "cat in ~rade or par  ' i~n ml ';/ 
~a  two and three . payment. Phone~ 635.375~1 ~ . . . . . . . . . .  " 
bedroom apartments, anytime. (p10-9). 1974 Ford Van.' 302, V.8, 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near IChool! and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
¢lOUl, security .IockUl 
~trot. 
iFul l  time manager in 
i relldence.63S.S224 .. 
i(ctf) • 
q L  . . . . .  i . 
81bton Manor 
Furnished or unfui'nlshed 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlh/ 
anterphone. Sauna. 
635.3521 
638.1032 
~f-f 
For Rent: fully furnlshed 
two bdrm. tralter. Located In 
Thornhlll. 3347 Kofoed. 5185 
monthly. Appolntment to 
clew. No slngles, no pets. 
Phone 635.2482. (p2-29) 
For rent: 2 bdrm. furnished 
unit and1 bdrm. furnished 
unit at 3936 Mountain View 
Avenue. Phone 635.2577 after 
6. (ctfn) 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
Starter or retirement home 
With extra lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom living room wlfh 
.sliding glass door to rear 
patio, dining area In kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
facilities. Electric heat. 
House has new cedar siding 
on exterior, extra lot Is 
subdivided and can be sold 
separately. Asking $20,000 
for house & S10,008 for extra 
lot. Both are priced to sell as 
a package for S26,000. Firm. 
Call 635.2370 for apeolnfment 
to view. (p23.29s) 
! . 
PRIME LOT Thornhill 
Dlstrlct.. Well and septic 
system. $10,000. Call Ed 
Carder . 956.4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNellh B.C. 
V0N 2R0. (F) 
PARK ER RD. SUB. 
DIVISION 
Ten and 12 acre lots in 
Rosewood. Some frontage on 
Kalum Lake Road. Contact 
Don Parmenter, mile 26, 
Kalum Lake Rd. (p5- 
22,26,29,3,6) 
LOOKING FOR THE 
SECURITY 
a second income can 
provide? The path to  
security Is only a decision • 
and a phone call • awayl We 
train you. 
Phone or write local Amway 
distributor. D. and N. 
Reynolds, B4310 Marsh 
Crescent, Terrace. 635.2009 
after 5:30. (c20-16 oct) 
Next exciting franchise 
opportunities, ideal for semi 
or retired persons, 
professionals or alike for 
additional Income. Sheflelds 
and Sons, Tobacconist to 
open on Oct. 25, 1978 in new 
Skeeno Mall. Also Includes 
computor Lord - Ticket 
Sales. Approx~ '$4(),000 wi l l  
handle. Some financing can 
be arranged. WriteBox 496, 
Prince George or Box 1185 
this paper. (c11.6) 
'Small 2 year old hotel In 
Klncolith, B.C. available for 
lease. Including 40 seat fully 
equipped restaurant, seven 
equipped rooms with bath 
DISTRICT OF 
TERRACE 
ANNUAL TAX 
SALE NOTIEE 
Pursuant to Sedlon 395 of 
the Munldpai Act, on the 
second day of October, 1978, 
at tho Council Chambers of 
the District of Terrace, at 
the hour often o'clock In the 
forenaon, there shall be 
offered for sale by public 
euctlon each and every 
• parcel of real property In- 
cluding improvements, upon 
• which .any of the taxes are 
delinquent. The following 
$1950. properties have delinquent 
.1973 Mazda Wagon. 20,000 'taxes as at, September 20, 
mites. $1,100. 1978. 
1972 Ford P.U. Ranger. 
$1,100. Legai Description & Street 
635.6636. (c3-29) Address 
1. Lot 2 of Lot 6 & 7, Block 5, 
For Sale: 1972 Dodge 4x4. DL 360, Plan 4359, R 5, C.D.. 
Custom paint lob, roll bar, .2708 Sparks 
Iots of extras. 638-8296afler5 2. LOt 15, EIock 6, OL 361, 
p.m. Days 635.6516. (p5-4) Plan 972, R 5, C.D. - 3213 
.Kalum. 
3. Lot 15, Block 3, DL 361, 
Plan 3204, R 5, C.D.. 4729 
Soucle. 
4. Lot 9, Block E 11, OL 361, 
Rent or Purchase: 1972 12x68 Plan 3329, R 5, C.D.. 4717 
Paramont housetraller with Park. 
flrel~lace. Near stores and 5. Lots 16 & 17, Brock 4, DL 
schools on private lot. Rent 369, Plan 972, R 5, C.D. - 4434 
5255 pei" month with option to Lakelse. 
buy or purchase. 59,500 • 6. Lots 28 & 29, Block 6, DL 
open to offers. Will carry 369, Plan 972, R 5, C.D. • 3228 
second mortgage if nec. Kalum. 
Phone 112.762-4612. Write Joe 7. Lot 30, Block 6, DL 369, 
Rorke, Gen. Del., Wlntleld, pl;m 972, R 5, C.D. - 3232 
B.C. (ctf) K~lum. 
1972 .Velaire 12'x68' th~:ee 8. W V~ of Lot 28, Block12, DL 
bdrm. trailer. Expando 6]1, Plan3154, R5,C.D.-5012 
living room. Furnished or Graham. 
unfurnished. 8'x16' Joey 9. Lot4, BIock4, DL611, Plan 
shack. Set up In trailer'court. 3154, R S, C.D. - 4928 Medeek. 
Phone 635.5228. (c10-9) 10. Let 64, DL 615, Plan 1215, 
R 5, C.D. - 5235 Haughland. 
10. Lot 64, DL 615, Plan 1215, 
R 5, C.D. ~- 5235 Haughland. 
11. E V~ of Block 11, DL 979 & 
980, Plan 1097, R 5, C.D. :5021 
Halllwell.. 
12. Block 3, DL 983, Plan 
1127, R 5, C.D. - $115 J0111fte. 
MOBILE H()MES 
r~ew mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome• 
X~ho,e ~ :dollect 591-5101 
(e t f  
Imm.aculate 1975 GMC 
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NOTICE 
To: ROBERT LYNN 
SWAINSON AND ALBERT 
SWAINSON late of Terrace, 
• British Columbia. 
TAKE NOTICE that an 
action, has'been commenced 
against you In the Terrace 
Court Registry of the 
Supreme Court of British 
Columbia, 1978, No. 35.78, by 
Ronald James Hlck and 
Shella Rutlp Hick of Terrace, 
British Cotumbla, In which 
the Petitioners claim for the 
cancellation of . an 
Agreement for Sale. 
And that It has been or- 
dered that the service of the 
Petition in the eald action on 
you be effected by this ad- 
vertisement. If you decide to 
defend the said action, you 
must within fourteen (14) 
days from the publication of 
this adverlisement, inclusive 
of the date of such 
publication, enter an ap- 
poarance at 4506 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia. In default of such 
an appearance, Judgment 
may be entered against you. 
Gordon L. Crampton 
Solicitor for 
Manpower job opportunities 
Dangerous to mix drugs 
The following job  op- ADVERTISING 
portunities are available in SALESPERSON - Salary 
the Terrace area; For fur- plus for commission. 
ther information, contact SALES CLERK - Retail 
your local Canada Era- clolhing store. $3.50 per hr. 
ployment Centre at 4~]0 COOK - Chinese. $1000 per 
Lazplle Ave., Terrace, roD. 
B.C! PIzzA COOK - Mature, 
"Don't mix dabs" is an sedatives + tranquilizers - taking; 
urgent waming from Health dangerously increased seda- * before taking any pre- 
& Welfare Canada. five effects, scription or over-the-coon- 
The department warns of These are just some of ter drug in combination 
the unpleasant and even the "dangerous equations", with other drugs or alco- 
dangerous consequences of When taking any drugs, hoi. check with your phy- 
taking some drags in combl- remember the following: dcian or pharmacist to 
nation with others or with * never take drags pro- make sure the combination 
alcohol, scribed or recommended is not a dangerous one; 
Sleeping pills with alto- for someone else; * any drags which alone, 
hot may result in danger- * before taking any drug, or in combination, produce 
read the label and follow drowsiness, sedation, unco- Dusty depressed respiration, 
even death, the directions exactly; ordination or dizziness may 
Antidepressants taken • whenever your doctor impair your ability to drive 
with cold remedies may prescflbes a drug for you, or operate machinery. They 
drastically increase blood tell him what o~er  medi- should not be taken before 
pressure, cations you are currently engaging in such activities. 
A pain reliever and a , , ~ t , J  
sleeping pill can combine 
to dangerously increase 
drowsiness. 
Every prescrlpt/on orover. 
the-counter drug you take YOU VS. RUST: TIPS TO HELP YOU WIN 
is formulated to act in a ~hem there's metal in Ornamental ironwork is 
certain' way in your body. most cues there's corrosion, lovely until rust takes its 
When several drugs,or drugs It's a fact of life. We see rust toll. The remedy? Merely 
and alcohol, are taken at the on our cars, on our gutters, scrape and wire brush to 
same time, they may alter on basement pipes, and on remove all loose rust, scale, 
the intended effects of each our children's toys (some- and other foreign matter, 
other, resulting in a drug how it always manages to app ly  a pr imer  (such 
• rain the ".one time" that as RUST-O-CRYLIC 5769 
interaction, new bike k left outsider). Red Primer and finish with 
. Sometimes a drug inter- If we ever stopped to add durable act ~lic coating. 
thePlalntlff action may be intentional, Up what we Spend to repair .:"~f%h",',' f ;~_ '  
• DATED at Terrace, sS when your doctor pres- or replace items damaged by !~.~ ~,.~.,. 
British Columbia, this 31st cflbes two or more drugs rust, we would probably be j / ~  ~,,~ ~/  / ,~ 
day of August, 1978. (el- to be taken at the same unpiea~mUyanrprised. ~rl/.~k~;r  ~ : ,~ ,~.~ With today'sjophistieated ? . r~,~ ~ . x ~  ~ 
22,29) • time. He knows they will protective coatings teeh- 
react in a positive way to nolow, however, it is pas- .-'~'~;r; . . .  ~ , . ~  
However, unp, armeddmg repair doma ge caused by ~ 
corrosion. According to the ~ - -  
beneflt yourtrealment, sible to prevent or even 
interactions can have dan- _ 
Weaner pigs for sale. 635. gerous consequences. For exped;s at Rust;Oleum Car- - - 
• 4269. (p5.4) example; if a heart patient potation, the introduction Patio furniture, metal 
of rust-preventive acrylic awnings, swing sets, gutters, 
One y~ar old "gelding. One taking prescribed medication water base coatings often downspouts, and siding all 
seven' year old Welsh pony. for his condition happens oonsumem savings in both esn be given new life with 
Both with saddles and tO 'take a pain reliever for time and money. . these easy-to-apply coatings; 
b/'idles. 635-4596. (p6-6) a headache, the active in- ~usc-o.caY~ZO® Sys- simply prepare the surface, 
gredient in the pain reliever tern coatings, for instance, prime, and apply a topcoat 
(acetylsalicyllc acid) will offer the ease of soap and in your choice of colors. 
water cleanup and dw to Since they work equally increase the heart medi- 
cation's blood-thinning ef- the touch in only 15 well on metal or wood, they 
minutes. These rust-preven- can be used on surfaces 
facts and may cause inter, rive coatings are ideally made of both these mater- 
genworth cab-over, single nal bleeding, suited for use on metal, isis--no need to switch to 
axle Road Ranger. With Other "dangerous equa. wood, masonry, and gal- another coating to get the 
highboy, flat deck. $7,800. lions" are: " vanized surfaces and come job done. ']'his results in yet 
635-9400 after 5 p.m. (c5-29 ~. alcohol + antidepre~nts • in seven bright, durable another time and money- 
increased alcohol effects; finbhes plus primer, saving advantage. 
alcohol +.antihistamines - Furthermore, today's con- Finally, since these coat- 
increased alcohol effects; scientious consumer can use ings can he applied to damp 
depression and dizziness; water borne coatings with surfaces, no time is wasted 
alcohol + pain relievers = the a~uran9e that they are waiting to paint. , 
bleeding in the stomach and nonflammable and present 
intestines; no lead hazard. Savings in time, savings in 
alcohol + sedatives = in- Let's take a look at a few money. These are yours 
"rusty" problems you might when you select an acrylic creased sedative effects, encounter right in your own water base, coating for your 
depression; baekyard, next paint job. 
alcohol + tranquilizers = 
j r~creaseu seu~tlv~ e&s~;~, 
S 
. . . . . . . . . . .  and some guaranteed rental Vandura Van. Completely 
• At.KI=~ w,m sman noose sna-- _ r  _v . .~ .  
on the bench..Prlce $45,=~: Information available at factory camperized, with 
~'adlal tire,; etc. $8,250/Phone 
phone:~!c~. ,M.~) ;~. .  Xlncol|t h ~Gai~,~ d i~c.l.~^ f,~:::. raised roof, V-8, 23,000 miles, 
~ ,  , .~..~:~ ,..:,,~ /'~'... * ~.~flce and the Department ~f "635-53~t3. {p3~29) 
House for'sale: 3 bdrms., Indian Affairs in Prince 
wall to w.all carpet, carport, Rupert or Terr,~ce, B.C. 
frldge and stove. Close to Proposals are to be sub- 
school. Ask ing 526,000. mitred in writing titled, 
Phone 635-4334. View at 4630 "Hotel Lease" complete 
WaDer Ave. (p5 .29)  wlthqualificatlonsand$50.00 Incorporate1 $70.0g plus 
non.refundable deposit, to filing fees. Obtain your 
the KIncolith Band Council, lawyer supervised in- 
Klncolith, B.C. V0V 1BO by corporation over the phone 
October4, 1978. fastl Call Self Counsel 
One ortwo bdrm. basement Klncollth Band. Council Services toll free, 112.800. 
suite, house or trailer for .reserves the right to accept 663.3007. Chargex and 
rellableworklng irl. Phone or reject any proposals Mastercharge accepted. 
635.4033 after 5 p.m. (c6-6) without prejudice. (c5.18, 22, (ctf.FI 
25, 29, Oct 2) MORTGAGE LOANS 
I or 2 bedroom house or aPt. ~rompt ly  a r ranged 
ASSISTANT PROJECT 
MANAGER - $138 per week, 
to Co-ordinate .tutors. 
SIlEET METAL WORKER - 
Must be'~experienced. Ap-: 
vrentice with 2 or more yrs. 
experience would be "ac- 
ceptable. Union wage. 2 
clean cut person..Experience 
not necessary. $3.75 hr. 
DOE. Neg. Two positions. 
IIEAD COOK - Must. be well 
experienced and able to 
supervise. $1100-$1300 per 
mo.  
COOKS HELPER Ex- 
positions, perience required. $3.75 per 
REFRIGERATION hr .  
MECilANIC - Experienced/ RESEARCHER-To assmt an 
Union wage. compiling history of local 
CABINET REFINISIIER - region. $138 per week. 
Refinishing TV & home 
enter ta inment  system 
cabinets. $5.5046.50 per hr. 
SiiOE REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully~qualified. $800 too. 
DOE. 
BODY REPAIRMAN- Fully 
qualified with TQ. 2 positions 
COUNSELOR 2 - BSW-RSW 
or university degree in 
Social Sciences. $1350 per 
mo.  
PRE SCIIOOL TEACilERS - 
Must be qualified with 
certificate. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACIIER - 
required by merchandise 
manager, K.Mart. Phone 
638.1197, ask for Mr. G. 
AllaHe. (c3.2) 
Due to limited dormitory 
space or student preference, 
Northwest Community 
College students (Individuals 
and families) require 
suitable off campus housing. 
To Hslst both landlords &. 
students, the .college will 
post notices o f  available 
eccomoclatlon." Landlords !n 
'the Ter race-Thornhlll area 
.who have rooms, room & 
.board, suites, or houses fo 
rent may list them by calling. 
635.6511. (¢'9- 
2~,9,11,16,16,23,25,30) 
We are looking for a two or 
• three bdrm. house to rent for 
the end of Sept. or Oct. 
Doesn't have to be In towfi. 
Call anytime, at 635.6701. 
(c12.29) 
Wanted: House to rent, or 
apartment or trailer. 
Urgent. Phone 635.4813. (p4. 
Responsible retired couple 
require 2 bdrm. house. 
Basement preferred. Willing 
to lease. References if 
needed, phone 635.4577. (p5. 
4) 
Require 3 bdrm. house or 
mobile home to rent Im- 
mediately. 635.4380 or 635. 
,1066. Responsible party with 
excellent references. (fin) 
RetaUor  
Off ice Space 
:2 stores total of 2800 ft. Car, 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas' 
In choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255.193~ 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
t, 1978. (ctf) 
'For Sale: 1968 Vauxhall. $300 
firm. Phone 635.2080. (pl0. 
29) 
1974 Suburban Chev. P.S., 
P.B., auto, low mileage. 
$4,500. Phone 635.9617. (p3-2) 
For Sale: 1978 Honda Civic. 
3300 klm. Phone 635.4082 for 
further Information. ,(p3-2) 
1974 GMC 4X4. 45,000 miles. • 
View at 2112 Pear St. or 
phone 638-1098, ask for ten. 
(P1.29) 
For Sale: 1976 Mazda Mlzer. 
20,000 miles. Good condition. 
Blue with white stripes & 
vinyl roof. 52,600. Phone 635- 
5832. (p5-2) 
1974 Ford Bronco. With 
winch, hunter's special. 
Phone 635.3413. (p10.10) 
1974 Ford V2 ton p!ckup. 360 
motor, auto, radial tires,, 
electronic Ignition. Phone 
635-9580 after 4. (c-th,F) 
'For Sale: 1975 Chev Nova. 
L.N., V.8, P.S., P.B., auto, 4 
dr. bucket seats. Excellent 
condition. Serious parties 
call 635-5979. (c5-29) 
1969 El Camlno. Good con. 
dltlon, new radials. Phone 
635-4716 after 5 p.m. (p4.29) 
Going Huntlngl Try our 1975 
Ford 3/4 ton. 4 speed tran- 
smission, power steering, 
power brakes, radio, nice 
el÷an Interior. Complete 
with 1975 Vanguard 9L6", 
camper. Frldge, furnace, 2 
prol~netanks. This unli is in 
excellent condition and 
ready to drive away. Priced 
right at $7495. 
CAMPERLAND 
5412 Hwy. 16 W. 
Phone.635-6174 
Dealer Licence DO0611A 
anywhere In B.C. In- (1 in Terrace, 1 in Port 
formation and references on Qements). 
request. J.D. Phillips Capital" 
Corporation, 10673 King 
George Highway, Surrey, 
B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 588.0411 
days or 585-1603 evenings. (f} 
, Sealed Tenders for" the 
following Aerial Fer. 
tilizatlon Contracts will be 
received by the Regional 
Manager, Ministry of 
Forests, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
on the*~dates shown below. 
1. Contract ST93K.3-13 FZ 
Located: Co-op Lake. 
Ranger District: Burns 
Lake. Amt. of fertilizer:" 
54,431 kilograms. Viewing 
Date: October 4, 1978, 
CONSTRUCTION ELEC- 
TRICIAN - Terrace. Must be 
fully qualified. Union rate. 
PROJECT FOREMAN - Job 
supervision of'at risk' youth. 
$180 per wek. 
PLUMBER . Residential, 
commercial. Must be 
journeyman. Ualon'rate. 
CAMP MAINTENANCE 
PERSON - Must have own 
tools and previous ex- 
parlance. $10.15 per hr. 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN Must be 
journeyman or have 4 yrs. 
experience. TBA. 
CLERK TYPIST - 30 WPM. 
~.15 - $4 per hr. 
SECRETARY STENO . 60 
WPM typing. 'Have 2-3 yrs. 
experience. 50 WPM dicta 
typing and shorthand. $'/64 
per me. 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
aerial fertilization site prior 
to submitting a tender for 
this contract is' mandatory. 
• Deadline for receipt of 
Tenders is 3:30 p.m. October 
11. 1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
mitted on the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be. 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger{s) Indicated, Or 
from the Regional Manager,. 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert,, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (c27,28,29) 
INFORMATION WANTED 
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE 
Anyone knowing the 
whereabouts at the next of 
kin of Henry Zuschrader who 
was born In Germany on 
November 2, 1927 kindly 
contact: 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, File 
770080 
Attention: Mrs. Harman 
800 Hornby St. 
Vancouver~ B.C. 
Canada V6Z 2C5. (a1"22, 29) 
LOANS CLERK - 45 WPI~ 
. typing. I~75 per mo. 
BOOKKEEPING CLERK - 2 
yrs. office experience. $4.50 
per hr. 
SALESMAN - Experience 
preferred. Must be familiar 
with building trade. Have 
own transportation. 
CLERK - Financial and' 
slalistieal, 2 yrs. experience. 
$10,224 per yr. 
I I 
Stewart area. 
FIELD WORKERS - Tutors. 
$138 per wek. 
MOBILE IIYDRAULIC 
INSTRUCTOR - 5 yrs. ex- 
dPerienee in mobile and in- 
ustrial hydraulics. 
COED TEEN CO- 
ORDINATOR- Part time, 
evenings. $5-$6 per hr. 
4 REGISTERED NURSES - 
For hospital. Shift work 
involved. Various stations 
available including ICU, 
Med-Surg. and general 
duties. 
REQUIRED . SEVERAL 
WAITERS & WAITRESSES. 
In Terrace area. Full and 
part time Jobs. 
REQUIRED SEVERAL 
BABYSITTERS- In Terrace 
area. Fu l l  and part time 
jobs. 
LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER - 
Temporary position. About 1 
mo. Wages negotiable. 
RIGGING SLINGER - Must 
be experienced. IWA rates. 
AIR TRACK DRILLER - 
Temporary - 2 me. Must be 
experienced. Room & board 
available. $10.00-$10.50 per 
hr. 
TYPESETTER- Must have 
keyboarding or  paste-up 
experience. Min. 45 WPM 
typing. $4.00 per hr. 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE  DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are  now ava i lab le  on our lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobi le  homes. You choose your  
decor,  and we custom bui ld to suit. 
Government  grant  of S250Q appl icable.  
Expense paid fare  Vancouver .  return.  For  
f ree cred i t  check and approva l  please phone 
col lect.  
Parker  Homes of Canada Ltd, 
935-5447 
lepression and dizziness; 
antibiotics + antacids • 
lecreased antibiotic effeets; 
• antibiotics. + Sedatives. % 
"nereased sedative ffects; 
antidepressants + antihista. 
nine = increased ontihista- 
nine effects, and dizziness; 
sedatives +arttidepreuants 
- increased sedative ffects'; 
sedatives + antihistamines - 
i~cressed sedative effects, 
lecreased antihistamine ef, 
eats; 
• FORSALE:  U -DRIVE  
... . . . .  ..,~ & USED.CAR SAL~,~ ' '~  ~:  ' "~ " 
• ~ S T O C K  
' PHONE 635-45?3 
1076 hteune On Display At 
OOPPER MOUNTAIN ENTERPRISES LTD. 
3626 NWY. 16 EAST 
USED STOOK 
1974 Ford Torino 4 Door 
VI Auto,' P.S., P.B., Radio $2296" 
1973 Pontiac Catalina H.T, 
• v,, auto, p.,., p.b. $1066" 
I 
1974 Astre Station Wagon 
$99000 
1973 Buick LaSabre 4 Door 
VS AUTO, P.S., P.O., Radio $14W' 
t 
1970 Mazda Station Wago;§m. 
i i i i .  
PHONE &15.4373 Dealer Licence Number 08605A 
. Seleotion of 
78 & 1979 Mazdas 
973 NEW LONG BOX 
DATSUN 1800 1i l l  6NiVlf MAZDA MAZDA OLD 
2 Dr. Hardtop. .TRUCK PU TRUSK Great little car. 
Hatchback 4 cyl.. 
Auto, very nice with flat deck. Rea l  c lassy  Galvanized fen- 
s h a p • .  L o w 3 Ton mileage maker tiers. Mizer on fuel. 
mileage. 
|2 .8§  $2,200 UA69 $4,235 
NEW 197e 3 Door  ~ 
DELUXE HATCHBACK 1973 FORD 
4 Speed, push button hatch ~, J~P ,  JfJliJE M EOONOLINE VAN 
release, split rear seats, 
irear washer wiper, ~ All Radial Tires 
ga lvan ized  fenders. 
Starling at $4,696 00 
1973 Toyota 
1974 Oodp 1676 0Drear 1974 1970 Sunbird 
Menage Monte 0arid Pontiao 
4 Dr. H.T. 3 Boor Air Cond., 5 Speed 
VW, leaded 
52,9 M $S SG0 
1970 Mazda 
Rotary PU 6,,: qa 
;.Dupe 
81 0o 
$2tTm 
lll), lima! IH2 WHI/s 
Jwp 
V8 350 
lots of extras 
Sli e0 
1612 
Mazda 
l l0kc 
4dr. Sedan, autc 
$1m 
STATION 
WAGON 
At Is 
'IM 
With canoiN, 
like new 
W 
! 
? 
. . . . . . .  t 
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Good Results From 
'Telling' Advice 
By Abigail Van Buren 
111711 Oy OhCllO0 Yt,~unll S Y N1¢8 Syria InC 
DEAR ABBY: Over the years I've read many letters in 
your column from people complaining that a friend, relative 
or neighbor habitually imposes on them. Then they ask, 
"What.should I do?" And you always trot out your stock' 
answer, "TELL THEM HOW YOU FEEL[" 
Then i'd say to myself, "What a cop.out. Everybody 
knows that, but they're hoping Abby can offer some magic 
words that will make it easier for them." 
Then I was faced with a very irritating situation. A couple 
I'd known for )'ears made a habit of dropping by our lake 
cottage uninvited ever)" Sunday morning. They'd even bring 
some of their friends and spend the entire day eating our 
food, drinking our beer, and using our towels which we'd 
find wet all over the place, 
I finally got fed up and told this couple in no uncertain 
terms that they are not to come over unless invited! 
At first they were hurt, but they' got over it, and when we 
invited them they came gladly, We're still good friends; and 
now I'm sorry I didn't tell them sooner. 
l JU~,t Wahl I , ~i )' t l l a l  whal  a l lp l 'ar~ h ,  hl. ,i ~hwk ,sn~w,*r. 
"TF.I.I. T I IEM I I I IW Y( I I '  ["I':EI,." ~h.uhln'l hi. d.~.u~*ql 
a~ a mop oul. ll'.~ te l  y lhl* on ly  workahh.  **llhll loll I l l  I I I I  y i l 
l .ugh problem. NEW YI I I IK l ' l ls' l '  I I I ' :AIIF.I( 
i)EAR READF.R: Thank,. I needed that. Tellinl~ ~ome- 
one how you feel doem°t neces~eily menu tellina them off. ' 
I)FAR AIiBY: Is div,r,'v cuntagmu.~" rm hi.ginning hi. 
Ihink it ~. II seems, to brl.ak .ut m large nu;hl.,r** m ,'errata 
cunimunltie% and evvn in *'**rlaIn famdt**~,. 
. I f  d lv t l rce  I~ eon lag lous ,  51Intl. ~mi l r l  ~l'i i,nll%l ¢ouJlI n l i lk l .  
a fu r lun l ,  i f  he carol, up w l lh  a viW~'im, I .  p rPw,n l  I t .  ~l~'hill , 
are your lhoughls on lhe ~uhje,'l? 
YI } I 'N t; Pill ll"l"SSi I I I  
DEAR PROF: Divorce is not ¢ont~ou l .  but i t  breabe out ' 
in certain eoemunilies becauJ~ *ome l~ople who hsve only 
considered it have gathered tbe ¢ourq[e to 80 throqh  with 
it after friend, nnd relatives have msde the daring plunge. 
The only way to prevent divorce is to eliminate mur i sae .  
I)I"AR AIIIIY:.WhaI do you (|l, whe,n pt.oph, ask Ill Imrr,,w 
yuur cumb? 
I wash m.v hair ~nd r .mh it evt,ry day hi.[,ire ~,'h..I, ;,ml 
find it very annoying wh,,n kilh ask ml. if they ,'an use *t, 
I fm,I hke a ~noh and get mean looks If I ~;D' n.. What 
alternatives d. 1 have? 
ANNIIYI':I), 
• DEAR ANNOYED: Carry two. One for your own u~.  
and the other for tendins. 
DEAR AHBY: Why du all 50 and 60 year old men want 25 • " 
and 30 year old women, when we 50y;ear old wumen w qhl 
, he s,* murh hctler fur them? . , • ! 
FIFTY AND I,()NI':I.Y 
DEAR FIFTY: First. not ALL 50- -"d 60.year-old men 
want 25- and 30-year-old women, but who's to rosy w.hst*e 
"better" for those who do? 
Am for those'May.December marriq;e., they are uandly a 
trade-off, and aU that is necessary for a m .~rriase to succeed 
ia two people who need each other. It matters little whet 
each needs from the other, as long am the need is renl 8rid 
f-qitled. 
Do you wish you bad more frfenda7 For the aecrat of 
popularity, aet Abby'8 mew bookJot; *'How To Be Popular; 
Ycu're Never Too Youa 8 or Too Old." Bond Ill with • lo is ,  
self4ddralsed, stamped {~.,8 contal envelope to Abby, lSZ 
Luiy Ddve, hvorly HI~, C, Iff. ~12.  
H 
What kind of day will 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for 
your birth sign. 
ARIES 
<Mur. to Apr. 
Look for influences that 
stimulate your ingenuity and 
imagination. Use both to the 
hilt and rewards will please 
you. Go for the unusuaL Look 
into new trends. 
TAURUS ~:~¢~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
If you let them, certain 
situations could annoy you. 
Take everything in stride. 
Think before making 
decisions. Some revisions in 
your thinking could bring 
about better esults. 
GEMINI ~ 
(May 22 to June 21~ ~ 
You cannot afford to take 
chances, but neither should 
you be hesitant, timid or 
unsure. Somewhere in bet- 
ween, there's an intelligent 
and sensible course for you. 
Look for it. 
CANCF-a 
(June 22 to July 23) 
The success of an old friend 
is cause for celebration. Do  
YOUR part to make It a truly 
convivial event. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Be especially cooperative 
with colleagues. Teamwcck 
oroscope 
Frances Drake 
will result in better results , A Q U A R I U S  ,/,~ 
than lone-wolf action. 
vmGo • mL~,. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ,:r j~  
Where personal plans are 
concerned, persistence-will 
pay off. Keep trying and 
friends and c~-workers will 
rally round and lend their 
support. ' Give your imagination full 
LIBRA 
(sept. u to oct. 23) .n .~ 
You may be too close to a 
problem. Could be that a close 
friend has a different -- and 
better .-- solution. Listen 
carefully. 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Organize and get time- 
wasting confusion out of the 
way. This is a good day for 
activities of all kinds. 
SAG ARVUS 
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 211 
Avoid negative.thinking and 
indecisiveness, Positive and 
constructive action is needed• 
Consider all the potentials and 
choose those which best suit 
YOU. 
CAPRICORN 
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) ~ 
You can achieve a great 
deal in your own surroun. 
dings. Discuss ideas and plans 
with compatible friends and 
associates. You should be 
pleased with the results. 
reign. While you may not 
capitalize on new ideas im- 
mediately, they should be 
highly productive in the near 
future. 
YOU BORN TODAY• are 
endowed 'with a magnetic 
personality, keen perception, 
great ambition and a 
discrimination which leads 
you to seek only the finer 
things of life. You have ex- 
cellent foresight and your first 
impressions of both people 
and situations are usually 
accurate. You are generous 
and attentive to family and 
friends, but not always as 
tactful as you should be. You 
have many fields from which 
to choose, careerwise, but 
writing or teaching should be 
your first choice, with the law 
a close second. You could also 
do well in aeronautics, 
medicine or the theater. 
Birthdate of: Truman Capote, 
author; Deborah Kerr, ac- 
tress; Johnny Math,s, singer. 
"What  are you up to?" 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
/ 
l 
-" / 
L C s rcll : "  ro swo :: 
ACR()~ 42 llunting 
I '*l)esire horns 
Under the "45 Settle 
5 I~ - ,  49 Geraint's 
Bolivia wife 
S - and crafts 50 Old French 
12 Shelley, cuin 
for one 52 Algerian 
13 lqedras seaport 
or Grande 53 Curved 
14 .:. Arnaz steel . 
15 Particle tool 
16 Sea bird 54 Groove 
17 Glacial 55 One 
ridges 56 One who 
18 lacking geLs things 
movement done 
20 Mistakes 57 llabtmn, 
22 ('us'ore for one 
23 Indite 58 Totem Itichardson 
Average solution time: 23 thin. 
DOWN 19 "Now, the 
I Slender Ihmr" 
finials 21 Ahbf. in 
2 Ih l l ) ty  aerlmauties 
3 Girl's name 24 (3etlpatra's 
4 (!ertaili poison 
wurk of art 25 Celtit' 
.5 Maxims Nei;tune 
6 Word with 26 itnuse into 
lmrt or ship activity 
7 Frigid or 28 Wear away 
24 Toward 
• sheltered 
side 
27 Saturate 
32 Indonesian 
Coin 
331'o Iseot.l 
34 Censure 
35 Makes con- 
crete blocks 
in advance 
38 Network 
39 Uncooked 
40 Coin of 
Norv~.ay 
Temperate 29 Firmly 
,8 Silent determined 
fihn star:' 30 Makelace 
Itenee 31 I,:nglish river 
9 Itesound 36 Mobile artist 
l0 lit)manor, 37 Solenm 
for line wonder 
II Chaplin anti ;IX itegain 
w!ololt. IMIO:,8 IES :PZ  
A L D IA IE i~,A IS 'P  A 5 
S'pi, N~L 'E 'S IS :  I :T.E 
P'E N'C:E I K  E.E.N E 
AL PlU,L'N; ] 'D'O 
I  A'MI  'E'V 
IN  A G I~A_F .E I  
R E ,N 'N 'E f IE  R OS E 
&;MID SiP N'U:_'I-:S 
EIaIGISI~IEIEIE!, ~i! ~!E 
9-28 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
41 Internation- 
al language 
42 l)r0l) I)f. 
liquid 
43 Bring to rum 
44 Antitoxins 
46 Itiver. 
thr(lugh 
Florence 
47 Word with 
pip(, and 
plane. 
48 (;rafted 
tller.~ 
.51 "My - run- 
ncth over" 
'~, " "  V" - I  ~ -~:" ! i : ' . 
• ~" " I ' I | i," i ! 
" , I ,  . ' . . . 
• . . . .  I : '  e~ 
'" m ' . . l  IW: , . :  
! I ' I,: i 
I, OT 
' CRYPT(NUIP 
PBD'ATFR KQH OF  
9-28 
PKTBROR 
QBDATHOI ,  
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp: -- HEAD-SHRINKER SHRANK 
FROM UNUSUAl, ROMANTIC DIFFICULTIES. 
Today's Cryptequlpdue: O equals E 
The Cr~toqulp is a simp.]e substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that ~ equals O,R 
will ~ual 0 throughout the puzzle, Single letters; shortwords, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locat~g 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
1978 King Features Syndlraiv. Int. .  . . , 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
l yoU,PL IgE ' r 'O  KNOW ~'~ / / /p t l  I,vHAT POYOU' ; "Zd ' , lYot / 'owr .~? ' l  "~ THET I /V~EIN ' rHE I  
I~ FOUNO THE "I'R~U~;ERS ~ , / / / /  ~ / WAA~r.7 WHEN ' " AS(3UT ' /.~\, . WGRL~-  - 
CA TFISH 
CAN 6~- MOcH 
the  WIZARD. OF ID 
By R.oger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
. 
":'! 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
TODRy-~---'t :i..~0 
• - W /IRE , : :  
C~L~.k~ INCENTIVE!,_. ~ , ~  . ~__' HFINC~JN~ 1~ 
B. C. By Johnny Hart 
• .=. . .w. i .=.  ~ Z~ 
\ 
DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
i ] I OmA  I I '  
7~TAT/O~, ~ HAS ~ I .SHO~IE~/" KIND OF dOUt~VALI.¢~I l l I ~E 'd~/7~OLLW .~STANCC-S" I NON. £ HOPe 
F~ #/~  ee.O ~ ~//V I ~ ,  ~T~, ~C~ A~ ALL I I £ ~VE HIM IN L#~T .~UNDAY~ I NE'I'E HEAI~ 7ttE I J Af6 /N O.Ifl~4~ ~V/AL OF [ INAO~IRATM. EVEN ~-.~L:~ ARE I I CTAME NERE HO/HIN~ MO/~ 7HAN I MMPHH. LA~T OF 7HI~ ; T H / ~ R ~  I DI~7ORI~/~TAt~VTOTALLY I I O~MMOA/A.~PlRINTABLET~/ I , ~00TO':OaV~XT! I IR/(~,f-Z~P/e? \ __ , I 
